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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

Context Hadoop is an open-source software framework developed for distributed storage 

and distributed processing of large sets of data. The implementation of the Hadoop 

MapReduce algorithm on virtualized shared storage by eliminating the concept of Hadoop 

Distributed File System (HDFS) is a challenging task. In this study, the Hadoop MapReduce 

algorithm is implemented on the Compuverde software that deals with virtualized shared 

storage of data. 

Objectives In this study, the effect of using virtualized shared storage with Hadoop 

framework is identified. The main objective of this study is to design a method to implement 

the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm on Compuverde software that deals with virtualized 

shared storage of big data. Finally, the performance of the MapReduce algorithm on 

Compuverde shared storage (Compuverde File System - CVFS) is evaluated and compared 

to the performance of the MapReduce algorithm on HDFS.  

Methods Initially a literature study is conducted to identify the effect of Hadoop 

implementation on virtualized shared storage. The Compuverde software is analyzed in 

detail during this literature study. The concepts of the MapReduce algorithms and the 

functioning of HDFS are scrutinized in detail. The next main research method that is adapted 

for this study is the implementation of a method where the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm is 

applied on the Compuverde software that deals with the virtualized shared storage by 

eliminating the HDFS. The next step is experimentation in which the performance of the 

implementation of the MapReduce algorithm on Compuverde shared storage (CVFS) in 

comparison with implementation of the MapReduce algorithm on Hadoop Distributed 

FileSystem.  

Results The experiment is conducted in two different scenarios namely the CPU bound 

scenario and I/O bound scenario. In CPU bound scenario, the average execution time of 

WordCount program has a linear growth with respect to size of data set. This linear growth is 

observed for both the file systems, HDFS and CVFS. The same is the case with I/O bound 

scenario. There is linear growth for both the file systems. When the averages of execution 

time are plotted on the graph, both the file systems perform similarly in CPU bound scenario 

(multi-node environment). In the I/O bound scenario (multi-node environment), HDFS 

slightly outperforms CVFS when the size of 1.0GB and both the file systems performs 

without much difference when the size of data set is 0.5GB and 1.5GB.   

Conclusions The MapReduce algorithm can be implemented on live data present in the 

virtualized shared storage systems without copying data into HDFS. In single node 

environment, distributed storage systems perform better than shared storage systems. In 

multi-node environment, when the CPU bound scenario is considered, both HDFS and 

CVFS file systems perform similarly. On the other hand, HDFS performs slightly better than 

CVFS for 1.0GB of data set in the I/O bound scenario. Hence we can conclude that 

distributed storage systems perform similar to the shared storage systems in both CPU bound 

and I/O bound scenarios in multimode environment. 

 
Keywords: Hadoop, virtualized systems, shared 

storage, MapReduce, Hadoop Distributed File System 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The data is increasing at a very fast rate in the current world. The very large data 

set that cannot be managed by traditional database management system is called big 
data [7]. Its storage and processing has become a huge concern for all the industries 
dealing with big data before Hadoop was developed. Hadoop was first developed by 
Doug Cutting and Michael Cafarellaand [10]. Hadoop served the purpose of both 
storing and processing big data in a very efficient way. Its efficient users are Facebook 
and Yahoo among many others [10].  

1.1 Hadoop 
Hadoop is an open-source software framework developed for distributed storage 

and distributed processing of large sets of data [1]. The storage of data is achieved 
through the distributed file systems. HDFS is a distributed and portable file system that 
stores data on commodity machines [2]. The files are divided into large blocks of data. 
The divided blocks are assigned among the nodes on the cluster. The processing of the 
data stored on various nodes is obtained by a few MapReduce programming models 
[1]. The concept of Hadoop is very efficient as it improves scalability by allowing 
many machines to store and process data in parallel. 

1.2 Current Scenario 
The Hadoop MapReduce algorithms generally deal with Hadoop Distributed File 

System (HDFS), i.e. the distributed storage systems. In any application that deals with 
the implementation of the MapReduce algorithm, the relevant data required to run the 
algorithm is stored in HDFS. The MapReduce algorithm takes input data from HDFS 
and writes back the result to HDFS [3]. Most of the applications practice the same 
functionality. There might be difference in the MapReduce algorithms that are being 
used, but there will always be an interaction between the concerned MapReduce 
algorithm and HDFS. The communication between the processing algorithm and 
HDFS increases as the size of cluster increases [7]. HDFS plays an important role in 
storing big data and is very efficient for replication property. This combined with the 
processing algorithm yields great results and solves the issues like management of big 
data. 

The implementation of the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm on shared storage 
system is not much in practice. The research in this field has just started. The shared 
storage is not preferred by a few developers as they intended to develop the framework 
in minimum cost [4]. But the shared storage can be used with Hadoop concepts like 
HDFS and MapReduce. There are various ways in which this can be performed [4]. 
The direct-attached storage can be replaced by a shared storage layer [4]. The shared 
storage can be used to build the secondary storage under the direct-attached storage. 
This secondary storage plays an effective role when there are unexpected damages to 
the primary storage. Thus the Hadoop concepts can be implemented on the shared 
storage through any of the methods mentioned previously. The MapReduce concept 
can be implemented on virtualized storage system as it improves the reliability and 
also saves power [9]. A large set of data stored in virtualized storage systems is 
handled in an efficient way through the MapReduce computing capabilities [9]. Thus 
the Hadoop concepts can be implemented on virtualized storage systems. 

1.3 Motivation 
In the real time scenarios, the implementation of the MapReduce algorithm on 

HDFS does not deal with live or current data. The data that is obtained until that 
instant of time is copied from the local file system to HDFS. Once the data is copied, 
the MapReduce algorithm is implemented on data in HDFS as shown figure 1. Hence 
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when new live data is obtained at the next instance of time, it should again be copied 
from the local file system to HDFS. Thus the implementation of the MapReduce 
algorithm takes place only after the data is copied to HDFS. There is no scope of 
implementation of the MapReduce being done on live data when the distributed 
storage (HDFS) is used. In order to avoid this problem, shared storage is preferred 
over distributed storage. In the shared storage scenario, the data need not be copied 
from the local file system to HDFS as shown in figure 2. The implementation of the 
MapReduce algorithm can be performed on live shared data. At every instance, when 
the new live data is obtained, it need not be copied into HDFS. The time taken to copy 
new data from local file system to HDFS at every instance can be avoided. In real time 
scenarios, the working on live data is very crucial. Hence usage of shared storage is 
more efficient than distributed storage. Hence implementation of the MapReduce 
algorithm on shared storage is taken up for this study.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                       
 
                                                                 
                                                                …                                                                      
 

Figure 1: Working of distributed storage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                               … 
 

Figure 2: Working of shared storage 
There is no much research performed before in this field of Hadoop 

implementation on shared storage. The direct replacement of distributed storage with 
shared storage is selected in this study. The studies on one of the methods, i.e. direct 
replacement of primary distributed storage with shared storage are very less. The study 
deals with a completely new shared storage system, i.e. Compuverde shared storage 
systems. Hence the study of implementing the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm on 
Compuverde shared storage system is not performed before. Hence this study is taken 
up. 

The Hadoop framework is very efficient in processing the big data at a very low 
cost [3]. Compuverde software deals with virtualized storage systems which are fault 
tolerant [6]. The Hadoop MapReduce algorithm can be implemented on Compuverde 
software to improve its efficiency in terms of throughput. As the Compuverde software 
is already fault tolerant, the Hadoop concept of maintaining three copies of data by 
default can be eliminated and thereby a lot of memory can be saved [6]. Thus positives 
of both the concepts are combined and an efficient output can be expected. There is no 
literature study on implementation of the MapReduce algorithm on Compuverde 

Live data 
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software. This study can help companies that deal with shared storage systems to get 
an idea of the expected output. The performance of shared storage systems can be 
closely observed by those companies before starting the implementation of any 
MapReduce algorithms. 

1.4 Problem Statement 
The implementation of the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm on shared storage 

systems is not very common. The research in this field has just started. The 
implementation of the MapReduce algorithm can be done on shared storage by 
replacing the primary distributed storage with secondary storage. As already 
mentioned it can also be implemented by using the shared storage as a secondary 
storage besides HDFS [4]. When the primary distributed storage is damaged then the 
secondary shared storage is used. The direct replacement method is opted for this 
study as the shared storage handles the implementation of the MapReduce algorithm 
on live or current data. Compuverde deals with virtualized shared storage as already 
mentioned [6]. This study is about replacing HDFS with Compuverde shared storage 
and implementing the MapReduce algorithm on the replaced shared storage. This 
implementation is a very challenging task as replacing the very efficient HDFS is not 
an easy job. 

1.5 Compuverde 
Compuverde software deals with controlling of the data transfer among the storage      

devices. All the storage needs are supported through this software [6]. There are two 
parts in Compuverde’s storage solution namely the structured and unstructured parts 
[5]. The unstructured storage systems are the object oriented storage systems while the 
structured are the file based and directory based storage systems [5]. Compuverde 
particularly provides shared file system and hence deals with shared storage of big 
data. Hence multiple users can access the data simultaneously which is an efficient 
feature. 

1.6 Report Outline 
This report presents the literature study on implementation of the Hadoop 

MapReduce algorithm on shared storage in chapter 2. The detailed description of 
Hadoop framework and Compuverde software is presented in chapter 2. The 
implementation of the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm on virtualized shared storage 
systems present at Compuverde by eliminating the concept of HDFS is described in 
chapter 3. Finally, chapters 4 and 5 present the results and performance evaluation of 
the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm on Compuverde shared storage systems in 
comparison with the performance of the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm on HDFS. The 
validity threats are presented in chapter 5. The conclusion derived from the 
implementation and experiment is presented in chapter 6. The future work is presented 
in chapter 7. 
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2 RELATED WORK 
The initial step is to conduct a literature study. This is conducted to understand the 

effect of Hadoop framework on shared storage. This is the point where the research 
started. An article on the use of shared storage with Hadoop Architecture is the starting 
point for this research [4]. The step that is taken before going into the details of shared 
storage with Hadoop architecture is to get a detailed idea on the general and basic 
Hadoop architecture. The functioning of HDFS storage and the MapReduce processing 
models are analyzed. The properties of Compuverde shared storage systems are also 
analyzed in detail.  

2.1 Hadoop concepts 

 
Figure 3: Hadoop Basic Architecture 

2.1.1 Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) 
The Hadoop User Environment is a platform where the user of Hadoop framework 

can use the functionalities like storing the data and processing the same. When the 
client expects to perform a processing function, there are two main parameters that are 
required. One parameter is the processing function and the other is the data set on 
which the given processing function should perform. This data set is handled by the 
storage part of Hadoop, i.e. HDFS [2]. The input data set is first stored in HDFS by 
copying the data from the local file system. This is achieved by executing -
copyFromLocal Hadoop command in Linux terminal. When the processing algorithm 
is executed on the NameNode, the data set copied to HDFS is divided among the 
DataNodes as shown in figure 3. The NameNode is the master node and DataNodes 
are the slave nodes in a multi-cluster environment. In a single-node environment, the 
machine acts as both NameNode and DataNode. The NameNode implicitly partitions 
the data among the DataNodes [2]. Once the processing is done the output file is 
written back to HDFS.  The output file present in HDFS can be viewed with the 
concerned Hadoop commands like –cat. The other method to view the output file is to 
copy the output file from HDFS to local file system with –copyToLocal command. 
The intermediate files that are generated during the processing are stored in the local 
file system of the DataNodes. Another striking property of HDFS is to maintain 
replicated copies of the data. When the data is copied from local file system to HDFS, 
it stores the data in the form of blocks. The complete input data which is divided into 
blocks (or input splits) is replicated on the specified number of DataNodes. If for 
example, the replication factor is three, then each block is stored on three DataNodes. 
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During the processing of the data, if one particular DataNode fails to work, then its 
task is completed by another DataNode that has the replicated copy. It is an efficient 
fault tolerant approach [2].  

The major advantage of HDFS is that it provides high throughput in terms of 
accessing the data as it is not fully-POSIX compliant (i.e. does not fully follow a set of 
standards to develop UNIX programs). It is the best-fit for applications that deal with 
large data sets [2] [7]. The concept of HDFS plays a crucial role in the present–day 
scenario as there is need to address the big data. 

2.1.2 Hadoop – MapReduce engine 

 
Figure 4: The MapReduce functional flow chart 

The processing of the data is determined through the concept of the MapReduce. 
There are two phases in the MapReduce implementation namely the Map phase and 
Reduce phase as shown in figure 4. In the Map phase, the files stored on HDFS are 
moved into the mapper function in the Map tool [3] [7]. The JobTracker present on the 
NameNode divides the processing work to TaskTrackers present on the DataNodes. 
The processing of data is done and intermediate outputs are obtained by the 
TaskTrackers irrespective of the number of inputs given. There are no API constraints 
for the number of outputs obtained. The mapper output is now passed to the Reduce 
phase by the JobTracker. The Reduce function is now executed on the intermediate 
files and new output file is obtained which is meaningful and useful for the user of the 
MapReduce tool [3]. These new outputs are again stored on the HDFS. The 
MapReduce implementation can be better explained through an example. Let us 
consider a set of playing cards and assume that there are two DataNodes to process the 
data in parallel. The complete pile of cards is divided into 2 sets with equal number of 
cards in each set. Each of this set is assigned to the nodes respectively. Let us consider 
the constraint in this example to be the calculation of occurrences of each symbol in 
the pile of cards. On each node both the Map phase and Reduce phase are performed. 
On the first node, as a part of Map phase, the details of each card in the pile are stored 
in an intermediate file. The details such as the symbol on the card and “1” adjacent to 
it are stored. For example, diamond 1, club 1, diamond 1 and so on is obtained as 
output of Map phase. The “1” number adjacent to the symbol indicates the truth value 
of the card. This process is also performed on the second node simultaneously. Thus in 
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Map phase the occurrence of each symbol is stored Map phase intermediate output 
file. The constraints like occurrences of symbols are specified by the developer during 
the implementation process [3]. Now this processed data is moved into the Reduce 
phase as stated before. In this phase, the club cards on node 2 are combined with clubs 
cards on node 1. Similarly, the hearts, spades and diamonds are combined with their 
respective cards. Finally, if the number of Reduce tasks is two then, all clubs and 
diamonds are calculated on node 1 and diamonds and spades on node 2. This phase 
allows the nodes to process data independently and also simultaneously [3]. If the 
number of reduce tasks is one then all the four symbols are calculated on node 1. For 
example, diamonds 5, club 4 and so on is obtained as output of Reduce phase which is 
also the final output file. All these results are stored in HDFS. Thus the Hadoop 
concepts namely HDFS and MapReduce are very efficient in handling big data [1] [2] 
[3].  

 
Figure 5: YARN functional work flow 

There are two main versions in Hadoop till date, version 1 and its sub version deal 
with the MapReduce programming. The version 2 deals with YARN (Yet Another 
Resource Manager). There are many other data–processing applications other than 
MapReduce data-processing. In order to make the data processing layer more generic, 
YARN concept is introduced [16]. YARN now supports not only the MapReduce data 
processing but also other applications that deal with graph processing, MPI (Message 
Passing Interface) and so on [16]. The concepts of JobTracker and TaskTracker are 
now replaced with ResourceManager and NodeManager respectively. The client first 
submits the job to the ResourceManager. Each and every application has one 
ApplicationMaster which requests the ResourceManager to allot the required number 
of Containers. Once the ApplicationMaster gets the information from the 
ResourceManager, it assigns the Containers along with the tasks to their respective 
NodeManagers [18]. The Containers on the NodeManagers complete the assign tasks 
and return back the MapReduceStatus to the ApplicationMaster. The NodeManagers 
return the result and NodeStatus to the ResourceManager. The ResourceManager 
maintains the details of number of active nodes, number of containers on each node, 
tasks completed on each node, number of failed tasks if any. If any node fails to 
complete a task, the task is rescheduled on another appropriate node by the 
ResourceManager and gets the job completed. Thus the ResourceManager, 
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ApplicationMaster and NodeManager work in unison to perform the data-processing. 
The functional work flow of YARN is shown in figure 5. 

2.2 Shared storage on Hadoop  
The Hadoop architecture deals with distributed storage [2]. Hence the study on 

shared storage with Hadoop architecture is interesting. As already mentioned there are 
two ways to incorporate shared storage with Hadoop architecture. One is to make the 
shared storage as a secondary storage besides having the primary distributed storage 
[4]. The other is to replace the primary storage with the shared storage systems [4]. 
This is performed by not storing the input data in HDFS and not writing back the 
output to HDFS. Instead some other shared storage is considered, the input and output 
files are accessed from that shared storage system rather than HDFS. This practice is 
very rare and is considered inefficient when compared to storing data in HDFS as this 
practice adds latency [4]. But in some situations, third-party file systems with some 
additional features perform better than HDFS. IBM General Parallel File System is one 
of the examples for usage of third-party file systems instead of HDFS [18]. The 
authors of that study have introduced the concept of metablocks which provide large 
block granularity for MapReduce applications. It also simultaneously provides small 
block granularity for traditional applications [18]. The cluster file system with the 
additional concept of metablocks is applicable for both the traditional and MapReduce 
applications [18]. The VERITAS Cluster File System (SF-CFS) is another example of 
third-party file systems [27]. The authors of this study have compared SF-CFS and 
HDFS with a few MapReduce benchmarks like TeraSort and Grid mix. The conclusion 
obtained from the study was that SF-CFS performs better than HDFS in some 
scenarios [27]. SF-CFS is also compatible with traditional applications and has the 
advantage of robustness [27]. There is another study in the literature where the 
concerned authors have tried to implement the shared storage in shared-nothing 
environment [28]. The authors have succeeded in providing more resource utilization 
through the developed implementation method and 39% of performance improvement 
was observed at the end of the study [28]. 

2.3 Virtualization technology on Hadoop 
As the literature study progressed, it was found out that Compuverde software 

deals with virtualized shared storage systems [6]. Hence awareness on the effect of 
virtualized systems on Hadoop architecture is necessary. The literature study is 
conducted on gathering the information virtualized systems with Hadoop architecture. 
There were many experimental studies that were conducted to evaluate the 
performance measures of virtualization technologies on Hadoop. The studies show that 
Xen virtualization technology is efficient than the others in terms of performance and 
stability [9]. Virtualization technology also has other advantages like decrease in the 
costs, efficiency and responsiveness is high [8]. In this type of environment Hadoop 
adds its efficient performance measure of fast computing. Hence both go well with 
each other. 

2.4 Compuverde 
The native Compuverde software is also examined in terms of structural flow and 

functional flow. 

2.4.1 Products – vNAS and Hyper-converged storage 
Compuverde provides software defined solutions for storage of big data. It is a 

horizontally aligned storage platform [6]. It is efficient in terms of scalability and is 
fault-tolerant. They provide two types of software namely the vNAS and Hyper-
converged storage. The vNAS stores metadata in the cluster itself instead of storing the 
data in the gateways [6]. This results in an increase in the efficiency in terms of 
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scalability. It is highly redundant. It provides as much as performance from the stored 
data. The other software provided by Compuverde is the Hyper-converged storage 
solution. In this solution, the hypervisor and virtual machines are run in the same 
server as storage [6]. This mainly uses cache support to provide live migration of data. 
In the current world, live data is very much essential for high performance of the 
software. Hence this hyper-converged storage solution helps in providing live data. 
This storage solution is also highly redundant. 

Once the clients install this software, they can store the big data through the 
Application Programming Interface (API) made available. The client interacts with the 
stored data through the API. The storage solution mainly contains two software parts 
hosted on the server and storage node. The server contains structured data and on the 
other hand the storage nodes contain the unstructured data. The unstructured data is 
present in the form of an envelope [5]. The envelopes contain the structured path to the 
required file.  The interactions are mainly through a few functionalities like read, write, 
update and delete operations. The servers give a multicast message to all the available 
nodes and the relevant node responds back with a unicast message. All these 
communications are performed through various protocols like the CIFS, NFS, 
OpenStack and AmazonS3. Fault-tolerance is one of the key features of this software. 
According to internal documents provided by Compuverde, they maintain sufficient 
copies of the data on the storage servers. The internal documents also state that the 
replication process is performed according to figure 6. Thus Compuverde software is 
efficient in terms of retrieving the data quickly and in terms of fault tolerance [6]. 
Hence from this literature study, HDFS can be replaced by this shared storage due to 
its efficient fault tolerant properties. All these studies help in designing the 
implementation of the MapReduce algorithm on virtualized shared storage systems. 

 
Figure 6: Replication process at Compuverde 
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3 METHOD 
The literature study led to the identification of the research gap. The research gap 

is that there is less research performed on use of virtualized shared storage with 
Hadoop. This literature study helps in analyzing the virtualized systems and shared 
storage systems in terms of implementation of the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm to an 
extent. There are no methods to implement the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm on 
Compuverde virtualized shared storage. There is no performance analysis conducted 
on virtualized storage systems with Hadoop. This research gap can be removed by 
answering the research questions stated in the below section.  

3.1 Research questions 
Research question 1: How can the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm be 

implemented on virtualized shared storage by eliminating HDFS? 
Motivation: Once the literature study is conducted, an implementation method for 

executing the MapReduce algorithm on virtualized shared storage systems is 
developed. This is developed through Implementation research method. The 
development of this method is important to prove that MapReduce algorithm can be 
implemented on virtualized shared storage systems by creation of customized file 
system classes and eliminating HDFS.  

Research question 2: What is the performance evaluation of virtualized 
shared storage on implementation of the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm?  

Motivation: Once the implementation method is developed, it is analyzed in terms 
of performance. The parameter considered to evaluate the performance is average 
execution time of the MapReduce algorithm. The average execution time of the 
processing algorithms are calculated and analyzed. The average execution time of the 
MapReduce algorithm on virtualized shared storage is compared to the average 
execution time of the MapReduce algorithm on traditional HDFS. This is done through 
experimentation research method. This research question of performance evaluation is 
important to fill the research gap that is identified through literature study.   

3.2 Design and Implementation of the method   
The next task at hand is to design the method for implementing the Hadoop 

MapReduce algorithm on the virtualized shared storage systems. The design includes 
coding of the method that satisfies all the required functionalities of accessing the 
virtualized stored data and processing the same. The processing of the data is done 
depending on the specified functionality. The research method preferred to perform 
this task is implementation. Implementation research method is preferred because of 
the design of a new method. Any newly designed method is executed through the 
implementation research method [11]. The data collection method is direct 
observations and scientific research in particular. This implementation answers the 
first research question.  

The implementation of the MapReduce algorithm on virtualized shared storage is 
performed in two phases. In phase 1, the MapReduce algorithm is implemented on 
virtualized shared storage in a single node environment. In the phase 2, the code that is 
designed in phase 1 is executed on a four-node cluster setup with required changes in 
the code.  

3.2.1 Phase 1: Implementation on single-node cluster 
The basic idea is to replace HDFS directly with the shared storage. Hence a code is 

designed for the MapReduce algorithm to interact directly with the shared storage 
rather than HDFS on a single node. This interaction is designed in two parts. Initially a 
whole new file system (CompuverdeFileSystem-CVFS) is created which had 
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functionalities similar to local file system. The MapReduce algorithm is made to 
interact with new file system (CVFS) which is similar to the interaction of the 
MapReduce algorithm with the local file system. This functionality is shown in figure 
7. Later NFS mounting is performed which resulted in accessing the Compuverde 
virtualized shared storage. Once the shared data is accessed, the MapReduce is 
implemented on that data and the output is written back to CVFS. The overview of 
phase 1 is given in figure 8.  

 
                                                                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7: Work flow of the MapReduce algorithm with HDFS and CVFS 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8: Overview of Phase1 

3.2.1.1 Hadoop installation 
The first step is to install Hadoop on a single node. The configurations of the 

single node that is considered are ubuntu-14.04.2-desktop-amd64.iso operating system, 
virtual hardware, ESXi 5.5 hypervisor, 6GB memory, CPU: 4, network: 1 virtual 
10Gbit adapter and 15GB thin provisioned disk. Hadoop has been executed on 2000 
Linux nodes and proved that it performs better on Linux operating system rather than 
Windows [19]. The cost of setting up a Linux cluster is less than the cost of setting up 
a Windows cluster. The functioning of Hadoop requires atleast 2GB memory. Hence a 
single node machine with the above mentioned configurations is chosen. The 
prerequisite is to install java in Ubuntu machine. The java version "1.7.0_79" is 
installed successfully. Hadoop installation is performed by following the installation 
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guidelines provided by Michael G. Noll [12]. This installation guide is for the first 
version of Hadoop. In this study, second version of Hadoop (Hadoop-2.5.2) is 
considered. Hence the YARN configuration files that are to be changed during the 
installation process are followed from the installation guide provided by Apache 
Software Foundation [19]. The other basic configuration files and initial steps which 
are common for both the Hadoop versions are followed from Michael G. Noll’s 
installation guide. All the required directories are created and other configuration files 
are changed accordingly. As a single node is considered in this phase, this machine 
itself acts as both NameNode and DataNode. The NameNode is now formatted and 
HDFS and MapReduce daemons are started using the Hadoop commands: 
/usr/local/hadoop/sbin/start-dfs.sh and /usr/local/hadoop/sbin/start-yarn.sh. Then the 
commands jps and sudo netstat -plten | grep java are executed to confirm the 
installation and working of Hadoop. The output provided in the following figure 9 
confirms that Hadoop is installed successfully.    

 

 
Figure 9: Output that depicts successful Hadoop installation 

3.2.1.2 Creation of Compuverde File System (CVFS) 
Once the Hadoop is installed in the system, the Hadoop APIs are studied in detail. 

A Compuverde file system is to be created. Hence the file system related files are 
examined to identify the base class for creation of file systems. The 
AbstarctFileSystem class is identified as the base class for all the File Systems [15]. 
FileSystem class also has a few methods that are useful for the creation of the CVFS. 
Hence two new files are written in java programming language in Eclipse IDE. One of 
those files is CompuverdeFs.java file which extends AbstarctFileSystem class and the 
other file is CompuverdeFileSystem.java that extends FileSystem class. The code of 
these two files is available in the Appendix A, at the end of this report.  The 
CompuverdeFs.java file has overridden methods from AbstarctFileSystem class and 
functionalities are replicated from DelegateToFileSystem class. DelegateToFileSystem 
class also extends AbstractFileSystem class and has methods to interact with the local 
file system [15]. Hence this class is taken as reference as even CompuverdeFs class 
should interact with local file system. Similarly the methods overridden from 
FileSystem class are included in CompuverdeFileSystem class. 
CompuverdeFileSystem class contains methods whose functionalities are replicated 
from RawLocalFileSystem class. RawLocalFileSystem class extends FileSystem class 
and its methods interact with the local file system [15]. Hence this class is taken as a 
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reference point to code CompuverdeFileSystem class. The important methods of both 
these new classes are listed in the following table 1 and table 2.  

 
Methods in CompuverdeFs class 

1. createFileSystem(URI uri, Configuration conf) 
2. mkdir(Path dir, FsPermission permission, boolean createParent) 
3. createInternal(Path f, EnumSet<CreateFlag> createFlag, FsPermission 

absolutePermission, int bufferSize, short replication, long blockSize, 
Progressable progress, ChecksumOpt checksumOpt, boolean createParent) 

4. open(Path f, int bufferSize) 
5. setPermission(Path f, FsPermission permission) 
6. renameInternal(Path src, Path dst) 
7. delete(Path f, boolean recursive) 

Table 1: Methods of CompuverdeFs class 
    

Methods in CompuverdeFileSystem class 
1. mkdirs(Path f, FsPermission permission) 
2. create(Path f, FsPermission permission, boolean overwrite, int bufferSize, 

short replication, long blockSize,  Progressable progress) 
3. loadPermissionInfo() 
4. open(Path f, int bufferSize) 
5. read() 
6. write(DataOutput out) 
7. close() 

Table 2: Methods of CompuverdeFileSystem class 
 
In the main method of CompuverdeFs class, the configuration is set by executing 

the following statements.  
public static Configuration confi = new Configuration(); 
confi.set("fs.AbstractFileSystem.cvfs.impl", 

org.apache.hadoop.fs.CompuverdeFs.class.getName()); 
Similarly, the corresponding configuration statements are executed in the main 

method of CompuverdeFileSystem class. The following are the corresponding 
statements: 

public static Configuration confi = new Configuration(); 
confi.set("fs.cvfs.impl", 

org.apache.hadoop.fs.CompuverdeFileSystem.class.getName()); 
By executing the following java files the CVFS can be successfully created. It has 

functionalities similar to local file system. Any directory created in this new system 
redirects to the local file system and can be extracted from that file system. In order to 
execute the MapReduce algorithm on the data from the CVFS, there are two steps to 
be followed. Firstly, .class files are to be created for both the newly created java files. 
These .class files are to be added to hadoop-common-2.5.2.jar file which is present in 
/usr/local/hadoop/share/hadoop/common/ directory. Secondly, an executable .jar file is 
created by taking WordCountInputFolder as a main executable file. This file is named 
as WCCV.jar and stored on Desktop. Now, in the terminal, the following commands 
are executed: cd Desktop and hadoop jar WCCV.jar WordCountInputFolder. The 
execution of these commands lead to the execution of WordCount program that is 
described in WordCountInputFolder class which is present in WCCV.jar file on the 
Desktop. The WordCount program is performed on the data from the newly created 
file system due to two reasons. One being the specified input path is with the CVFS 
scheme (cvfs://localhost/) and concerned .class files that are added to the hadoop-
common-2.5.2.jar file. Thus input directory given with CVFS scheme is accepted by 
the MapReduce algorithm successfully. This proves to the point that CVFS which is 
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similar to local file system is created successfully and the MapReduce algorithms are 
performed successfully on the newly created file system.  

3.2.1.3 Mounting NFS 
Once the code for the MapReduce algorithm to interact with the CVFS is 

developed, the next step is to mount Network File System (NFS). Mounting NFS helps 
to access the files across a network. Hence to access the files in Compuverde 
virtualized shared storage, NFS mounting is performed. A directory /mnt/nfs is created 
on the client node xxx.16.8.100. The node xyz.168.6.9 on which Hyper-converged 
Compuverde software is installed acts as a server. The following are the commands 
executed on the single node system [21]:  

mkdir /mnt/nfs 
sudo mount –t nfs –o vers=3 xyz.168.6.9:/hadoop /mnt/nfs   
This command exports Compuverde shared data present in /hadoop folder on 

server xyz.168.6.9 by mounting it in the path /mnt/nfs on the single node system. Thus 
a processing algorithm is implemented on the Compuverde virtualized shared storage 
in a single node environment. This completes the first phase. Now this is implemented 
in a multi-node environment.      

3.2.2 Phase 2: Implementation on multi-node cluster  

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10: Overview of Phase2 

3.2.2.1 Hadoop cluster setup 
In the second phase, the code developed in phase 1 is executed on a multi-node 

cluster. The overview of phase 2 is given in figure 10. The cluster is to be setup before 
executing the code. The cluster is setup by following a few installation guides. There is 
an installation guide provided by Michael G. Noll for multi-node cluster setup [13]. A 
four-node cluster is designed to setup. The supervisor and the external at Compuverde 
advised on selecting four nodes for setting up the cluster as a four-node cluster would 
be sufficient for a decent performance analysis. The size of the data sets for the 
experiment is selected based on the number of nodes in the cluster. All the four nodes 
are virtual machines with the configurations provided in the following table 3. All the 
nodes are supposed to be in the same network for the cluster to be up and running. The 
IP addresses of all the four nodes are: xxx.16.8.100, xxx.16.8.101, xxx.16.8.102 and 
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xxx.16.8.103. They are considered to be master (and also slave4), slave1, slave2 and 
slave3 respectively. All the nodes are virtual machines installed on a system with 
configurations as follows: Windows 7 operating system, 64-bit, 4GB RAM and 
PuTTY installed to access the virtual machines. 

     
Configuration Value 

Operating system Ubuntu-14.04.2-desktop-amd64.iso 
Hardware Virtual 
Hypervisor ESXi 5.5 
CPU 4 
RAM 6GB 
Network 1 virtual 10Gbit adapter 
Disk 15GB thin provisioned 

Table 3: Configurations of all the four virtual machines used for cluster setup 
 
The prerequisites for a multi-node setup is that all the four nodes should have 

single node cluster installed. In all the machines the single node installations are 
performed following Michael G. Noll guidelines [12] and installation guide provided 
by Apache Hadoop [19]. Once the single node installations are completed, the first 
node is configured as the master node (NameNode) and all the four nodes are 
configured as slave nodes (DataNodes). Any one of the nodes can be configured as 
master. But here the first node is selected for convenience. The relevant hosts.txt files 
and configurations files are setup. The YARN configuration file is changed during the 
cluster setup by following the installation guide provided by Apache Hadoop [20]. The 
changes made to the configuration files are similar in all the four nodes. Now the 
NameNode is formatted and HDFS and MapReduce daemons are started using the 
following command: /usr/local/hadoop/sbin/start-dfs.sh and 
/usr/local/hadoop/sbin/start-yarn.sh. The jps command is executed to confirm the 
cluster setup. In case the DataNode or NameNode is not started, the installation 
document by Oshin Prem helps in rectifying the errors [14]. The output obtained as per 
the figure 11 confirms that the cluster is setup successfully. The log files on the 
NameNode and DataNode can be rechecked to confirm non-occurrence of any errors.  

 
Figure 11: Output that depicts a successful four node cluster setup 
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3.2.2.2 Mounting NFS 
Once the cluster is up and running, NFS mounting is performed on all the four 

nodes. A directory /mnt/nfs is created on the client node xxx.16.8.100. The 
Compuverde shared data is stored in this directory. The node xyz.168.6.9 on which 
Hyper-converged Compuverde software is installed acts as a server. The execution of 
the command: sudo mount –t nfs –o vers=3 xyz.168.6.9:/hadoop /mnt/nfs, allows the 
shared data present in /mnt/nfs to be available in /hadoop folder on xyz.168.6.9 node. 
A similar mounting point (i.e. /mnt/nfs) is created on all the other three nodes. The 
data in /hadoop folder on xyz.168.6.9 node is made available to all the nodes by 
executing the command: sudo mount –t nfs –o vers=3 xyz.168.6.9:/hadoop /mnt/nfs on 
all the remaining three nodes. Thus the data in /hadoop folder is accessed by /mnt/nfs 
folder that is created on all the nodes. In this way, all the four nodes perform an NFS 
mounting on /hadoop folder present on xyz.168.6.9 node as shown in figure 12. 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure 12: NFS mounting in the multi-node cluster environment 

3.2.2.3 Creation of Split and Location classes     
Once the NFS mounting is performed, all the nodes get an access to the same data. 

This /mnt/nfs folder on all the nodes contains the same files. This folder is given as 
input path to the MapReduce program. In the traditional Hadoop functioning where 
HDFS is considered, the input data on NameNode is divided into InputSplits. All the 
InputSplits are stored on different number of DataNodes depending on the replication 
factor. The InputSplits are stored in HDFS. These InputSplits are obtained by 
InputFormat.getSplits(JobContext) method. This method returns a list of InputSplits 
which is of the format: <input-file-path, start, offset>. In the traditional version, HDFS 
input paths are returned for any particular InputSplit.  

In our project, as the concept of HDFS is not preferred, the input-file-path is 
changed to the CVFS. This is executed by creating a new customized class called 
Split. Split extends InputFormat<LongWritable, Text> class. The methods such as 
createRecordReader(InputSplit, TaskAttemptContext) and getSplits(JobContext) are 
overridden. A few methods of Split class are available in table 4. The complete code of 
Split class is available in the Appendix B. Split class is similar to FileInputFormat 
class [15]. The Input directory in getInputPaths(JobContext) method is changed. The 
field INPUT_DIR present in getInputPaths(JobContext) method is changed  to: 
“cvfs://localhost/mnt/nfs/input/*”. This customized change in the Split class paves a 
way for the ResourceManager to look at the CVFS rather than HDFS.  

 
Methods in Split class 

1. createRecordReader(InputSplit, TaskAttemptContext) 
2. getSplits(JobContext) 
3. getInputPaths(JobContext) 
4. getMaxSplitSize(JobContext) 
5. getMinSplitSize(JobContext) 

Table 4: Methods of Split class 
 

Once the splits are obtained, the hostnames where the particular InputSplit is 
present can be obtained from InputSplit.getLocations() method. In traditional 

xxx.16.8.100 xxx.16.8.101 xxx.16.8.102 xxx.16.8.103 xyz.168.6.9 
 NFS 
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procedure, the specified HDFS input paths are checked and their corresponding 
hostnames are returned as an output for getLocations() method. In our project, as 
HDFS is not preferred, a customized class namely Location is created. Location class 
extends FileSplit class. The methods such as getLength(), getLocations() and getPath() 
are overridden. Location class is similar to FileSplit class [15]. Location class also 
implements Writable and Serializable interfaces. The complete code of Location class 
is available in the Appendix B. The methods of Location class are mentioned in the 
below table 5.  

 
Methods in Location class 

1. getLength() 
2. getLocations() 
3. getPath() 
4. readFields(DataInput) 
5. write(DataOutput) 

Table 5: Methods of Location class 
 
As the data is not stored in HDFS, and the hostnames cannot thus be retrieved 

from getLocations() method, a customized logic is framed to break this barrier. In 
reality, as the data is stored on all the four nodes, the getLocations() method should be 
overridden in such a way that it returns all the four hostnames as output. But static 
pattern is created for obtaining a few hostnames for the particular InputSplit. This 
static pattern forms the core of the getLocations() method in Location class. The static 
pattern is framed based on the index number of the InputSplit. The value (index%4) is 
calculated and 4 patterns are designed. The pattern is mentioned in the following table 
6: 

 
Condition Hostnames 

if(index%4==0) master, slave1, slave2 
if(index%4==1) slave1, slave2, slave3 
if(index%4==2) slave2, slave3, master 
if(index%4==3) slave3, master, slave1 

Table 6: Static pattern in getLocations() method 
 
Thus the hostnames can be retrieved without using HDFS. This is mainly done to 

prove that the ResourceManager can select the best node from the list of hostnames 
obtained from getLocations() method. This static pattern is also updated in 
getSplits(JobContext) method in the Split class. This static pattern is also very efficient 
when more number of nodes come into picture. If there are hundred number of nodes, 
the getLocations() method cannot list out the hostnames of all the hundred nodes 
because the data is accessible from all the nodes due to its shared property and NFS 
mounting. As the hostnames list cannot be long, the static pattern is designed.  

Thus both the Split and Locations classes’ methods are overridden and our 
customized logics are incorporated to fit the bill of our objectives. The MapReduce 
algorithm defines the InputFormatClass as the Split class 
(job.setInputFormatClass(Split.class);). The getSplits are obtained from the Split class 
and the list of hostnames is obtained from the Location class. All this information is 
monitored by the ResourceManager and it then selects the best node from the list of 
hostnames depending on the Data Locality principle and node availability. Once the 
best nodes are decided, the tasks are assigned to the available nodes by the 
ResourceManager. As the data is already made available on the nodes due to NFS 
mounting and also the node is aware of the assigned task, it performs that task and 
gives back the output. Thus with the help of customized classes, the MapReduce 
algorithm is successfully implemented on the virtualized shared storage instead of 
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HDFS in the multi-node environment. All the four customized files written for both 
the phases consist of 1487 lines of code. There are many overridden methods in these 
classes. The functionality of many overridden methods is mostly derived from the 
existing functionality.   

3.3 Identify the test cases and run the test cases 
There are many MapReduce programming models like WordCount, Grep, Sort and 

so on [9]. The WordCount is a processing model where a document of various words, 
phrases and symbols is given as an input and the number of occurrences of all the 
words is given as an output [9]. The key here is the word or phrase and the value is its 
corresponding number of occurrences. This WordCount program can be customized if 
there is a need from the client. The Grep program finds the matching strings in the 
input data files and gives the number of occurrences of that string as the output. The 
Sort program takes a list as an input and gives back the sorted array as an output.  

In this study, two scenarios are considered, one being CPU bound and other being 
I/O bound. In the CPU bound scenario, the execution time depends on the computing 
of the program [26]. On the other hand, in the I/O bound scenario, the execution time 
depends on the time taken for input and output operations [26]. Among all the data 
processing models WordCount is the simple and best processing model to be 
considered in CPU bound scenario [9] [25]. As a complex situation is considered by 
eliminating the most important part HDFS, it would be better if the considered test 
case is simple. In the white paper of the MapReduce algorithm, the complete process is 
explained through an example of WordCount [3]. This shows how simple and best 
processing model it is. Hence the WordCount program is considered as one of the test 
case for this experiment. On the other hand, in the I/O bound scenario Sort program is 
considered as best example as its execution time depends on the time taken for input 
and output operations rather than the computing of the algorithm [26]. These two 
MapReduce algorithms are considered to analyze the performance of both the file 
systems in these scenarios. 

3.4 Experiment – Comparative study  
The next step is to evaluate the performance of the implementation that is 

conducted. This evaluation is done through the research method of experiment. The 
experiment is conducted on various sample sets of big data. The MapReduce programs 
are implemented on these sample sets present in the Compuverde virtualized shared 
storage. The results from the experiment are gathered. The validation of the results is 
also done through repetition of the experiment more number of times. The experiment 
is also conducted on different sample sets for stronger validation. The performance of 
the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm on CVFS is compared to the performance of the 
Hadoop MapReduce algorithm on HDFS. The analysis is done and the results are 
gathered. The comparison is done based on the average execution time factor. The 
research method experiment is selected for this phase for the reason that once the 
implementation is done, the method should be evaluated through an experiment [11]. 
Hence the experiment research method is selected. The data collection method is direct 
observations and scientific research in particular. This answers the second research 
question of performance evaluation of the MapReduce algorithm on virtualized shared 
storage. 

In the multimode environment, the experiment is conducted for two different 
scenarios. One being the CPU bound and other being the I/O bound. In CPU bound 
scenario, the best example WordCount is considered. The text files are considered as 
an input for WordCount program. The number of occurrences of each word in all the 
input text files is given in the final output file. The output file is also a text file. The 
executions times of WordCount program by taking the input data from both the file 
systems are compared to each other. The following are the commands executed on the 
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master node: time hadoop jar WCCSL.jar WordCountCVFS and time hadoop jar 
WCHM.jar WordCountHDFS. This WordCount program is executed for three times 
for both the file systems and the average value is considered finally for plotting the 
graph. This program is executed for three different data sets in an increasing order. All 
these values are collected and the graph is plotted to analyze the performance of 
WordCount for both the file systems.  

In the I/O bound scenario, Sort MapReduce program is considered. The sequence 
files are considered as an input for sort program. The input files are sorted and the 
sorted file is obtained as an output. The output file is also a sequence file. The 
execution time of Sort program depends on the time taken to complete the input and 
output operations. The executions times of Sort program by taking the input data from 
both the file systems are compared to each other. The following are the commands 
executed on the master node: time hadoop jar SCSL.jar SortCVFS and time hadoop jar 
SHM.jar SortHDFS. Even in this scenario, the Sort program is executed three times by 
considering input data from each file system. The program is executed for three 
different data sets. The same range is considered for both CPU bound and I/O bound 
scenarios. The average execution time of Sort program for both the file system is 
finally compared by plotting the graph from the experiment values.   
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4 RESULTS 
The experiment is conducted in two scenarios as already mentioned. The CPU 

bound and I/O bound scenarios are considered to analyze the functioning of different 
the MapReduce programs for data from both the file systems. The average execution 
time of the program is mainly considered as an analyzing factor in this experiment. 

4.1 CPU Bound – WordCount MapReduce Program 
WordCount program is the best example of CPU bound scenario [9] [25]. The 

execution time of the program depends on the time taken for computing the program in 
this scenario [26]. The code for the WordCount program is available in literature [22]. 
This code is used for HDFS and is modified accordingly for CVFS. The text files are 
given as an input to the WordCount program. The words are obtained as keys and the 
number of occurrences of each word in all the input files is obtained as values in the 
final output file. The final output file is also a text file. This program is executed for 
three different data sets of regular interval. 0.5GB, 1.0GB and 1.5GB are the three 
different data set sizes that are selected in this experiment. The larger data set sizes 
like 2GB or 5GB required more memory for temporary files generated during the Map 
phase. If 2GB or bigger data sets are selected it results in a DiskErrorException for 
HDFS. An additional disk should be added in order to overcome this error. 
Compuverde had hardware restrictions for allowing an additional disk. Hence under 
the consideration of thesis supervisor and external, the bigger data sets are not selected 
for the experiment. This memory issue is observed only for HDFS and not for CVFS. 
There was no memory issue while executing the WordCount program with CVFS. As 
there are no memory issues with CVFS, Compuverde will not have any issues to 
experiment with bigger data sets for any further research. The MapReduce algorithm 
can be implemented on CVFS with bigger data sets without any DiskErrorException. 
As only 0.5GB, 1.0GB and 1.5GB sizes of data sets do not result in 
DiskErrorException for both HDFS and CVFS, they are selected in this experiment.    

4.1.1 Input Data of size 0.5 GB 
Iteration HDFS CVFS 
First 04:45.0 04:55.8 
Second 04:32.7 04:43.5 
Third 05:22.8 05:21.8 

Table 7: Execution times for input data of size 0.5GB 
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Figure 13: Execution of WordCount for 0.5GB 
The experiment is first conducted on the input data of size 0.5GB. WordCount 

program is executed three times for input data from each file system. The execution 
times observed in three iterations are similar. The difference of execution time in all 
the three iterations is very less. The values are presented to the supervisor and external 
and are approved to have less difference in execution times. Hence only three 
iterations are considered for this experiment. The file systems are analyzed based on 
the average of WordCount program execution times. The obtained execution times for 
0.5GB input data are given in figure 13. On the X axis the iteration numbers of both 
the file systems are considered. HDFS 1, HDFS 2, HDFS 3 are the first, second and 
third executions of WordCount program by taking input data from HDFS. The same is 
the case with CVFS. On the Y axis, the execution times of the program in each 
execution is considered. The execution times are in mm:ss.ms 
(minutes:seconds.milliseconds) format. The values considered in figure 13 are given in 
table 7. The execution time for HDFS in all the three iterations varies from 04:32.7 to 
05:22.8. The execution time for CVFS in all the three iterations varies from 04:43.5 to 
05:21.8. There is a very slight difference in the execution time when WordCount 
program with 0.5GB of input data is considered. Hence their performance is similar. 

4.1.2 Input Data of size 1.0 GB 
The experiment is next conducted on the input data of size 1.0GB. The obtained 

execution times are given in figure 14. The values considered in figure 14 are given in 
table 8. The execution time for HDFS in all the three iterations varies from 10:37.5 to 
11:39.7. The execution time for CVFS in all the three iterations varies from 11:11.7 to 
11:18.5. In all the three iterations, very close execution times are obtained for CVFS. 
The figure 14 shows that there is no much difference in the execution times when 
WordCount program with 1.0GB of input data is considered. The performance of both 
the file systems can be considered similar for WordCount program with 1.0GB of 
input data. 

 
Iteration HDFS CVFS 
First 11:39.7 11:11.7 
Second 10:37.5 11:18.5 
Third 11:12.6 11:18.1 

Table 8: Execution times for input data of size 1.0GB 
 

 
Figure 14: Execution of WordCount for 1.0GB 
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4.1.3 Input Data of size 1.5 GB 
The experiment is next conducted on the input data of size 1.5GB. The obtained 

execution times are given in figure 15. The values considered in figure 15 are given in 
table 9. The execution time for HDFS in all the three iterations varies from 16:07.2 to 
17:52.7. The execution time for CVFS in all the three iterations varies from 16:17.2 to 
18:00.7. There is one minute difference of execution time in all the iterations when 
WordCount program with 1.5GB of input data is considered. The performance of both 
the file systems can be considered similar for WordCount program with 1.5GB of 
input data. 

 
Iteration HDFS CVFS 
First 17:27.9 17:03.7 
Second 17:52.7 18:00.7 
Third 16:07.2 16:17.2 

Table 9: Execution times for input data of size 1.5GB 

 
Figure 15: Execution of WordCount for 1.5GB 

4.2 I/O Bound – Sort MapReduce Program 
Sort MapReduce program is the best example for I/O bound. The execution time 

depends on the input and output operations rather than computing time in this scenario 
[26]. There are few other programs which are both CPU bound and I/O bound. But the 
Sort program is exclusively I/O bound [25]. The code for Sort program with HDFS is 
available online [23]. The sequence (binary) files are given as input to the Sort 
MapReduce program. The sorted output files obtained at the end are also sequence 
files by default. The input and output files format can be changed in the program if 
required. In this experiment sequence files are given as input and sequence files are 
obtained as output. The program is executed for three different data sets of regular 
interval. 

4.2.1 Input Data of size 0.5 GB 
The experiment is next conducted on the input data of size 0.5GB. Sort program is 

executed three times for input data from each file system. The file systems are 
analyzed based on the average of Sort program execution times. The obtained 
execution times are given in figure 16. The values considered in figure 16 are given in 
table 10. The execution time for HDFS in all the three iterations varies from 01:54.6 to 
02:06.2. The execution time for CVFS in all the three iterations varies from 01:55.7 to 
02:09.1. There is a small difference in the execution time when Sort program with 
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0.5GB of input data is considered. The performance of both the file systems can be 
considered similar for Sort program with 0.5GB of input data. 

 
Iteration HDFS CVFS 
First 02:06.2 02:09.1 
Second 01:54.6 01:57.8 
Third 01:56.0 01:55.7 
Table 10: Execution times for input data of size 0.5GB 

 
Figure 16: Execution of Sort for 0.5GB 

4.2.2 Input Data of size 1.0 GB 
Iteration HDFS CVFS 
First 02:37.7 02:52.4 
Second 02:41.9 02:54.8 
Third 02:37.7 02:51.6 
Table 11: Execution times for input data of size 1.0GB 

 

 
Figure 17: Execution of Sort for 1.0GB 

The experiment is next conducted on the input data of size 1.0GB. The obtained 
execution times are given in figure 17. The values considered in figure 17 are given in 
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table 11. The execution time for HDFS in all the three iterations varies from 02:37.7 to 
02:41.9. The execution time for CVFS in all the three iterations varies from 02:51.6 to 
02:54.8. There is difference in the execution time when Sort program with 1.0GB of 
input data is considered. The performance of HDFS is slightly better than CVFS for 
Sort program with 1.0GB of input data. 

4.2.3 Input Data of size 1.5 GB 
The experiment is next conducted on the input data of size 1.5GB. The obtained 

execution times are given in figure 18. The values considered in figure 18 are given in 
table 12. The execution time for HDFS in all the three iterations varies from 03:51.4 to 
03:55.8. The execution time for CVFS in all the three iterations varies from 03:55.8 to 
03:59.8. There is difference in the execution time when Sort program with 1.5GB of 
input data is considered. The performance of HDFS is slightly better than CVFS for 
Sort program with 1.5GB of input data. 

 
Iteration HDFS CVFS 
First 03:53.2 03:58.4 
Second 03:55.8 03:59.8 
Third 03:51.4 03:55.8 
Table 12: Execution times for input data of size 1.5GB 

 

 
Figure 18: Execution of Sort for 1.5GB 

4.3 Comparison of average execution times of 
WordCount with HDFS and WordCount with CVFS 
The average of the three execution times is considered for comparison between the 

file systems. The average execution time for HDFS with 0.5GB of input data is 
04:53.5. The average execution time for HDFS with 1.0GB of input data is 11:09.9. 
The average execution time for HDFS with 1.5GB of input data is 17:09.2. There is an 
increase in the execution time as the size of input data increases for HDFS. It depicts 
that there is linear growth in the execution time with respect to size of input data. The 
average execution time for CVFS with 0.5GB of input data is 05:00.3. The average 
execution time for CVFS with 1.0GB of input data is 11:16.1. The average execution 
time for CVFS with 1.5GB of input data is 17:07.2. There is an increase in the 
execution time as the size of input data increases for CVFS. It also depicts that there is 
linear growth in the execution time with respect to size of input data. These values are 
considered and plotted on the graph as shown in figure 19. The sizes of data set are 
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considered on the X axis and the average execution times are considered on Y axis. 
The performance of the file systems in CPU bound scenario can be analyzed based on 
the following figure 19. The performance of both the file systems are almost the same 
when CPU bound programs’ executions times are considered. Both the file systems 
have linear growth with respect to size of input data set. The graph in figure 19 clearly 
shows that there is no much difference in the average execution times of the 
WordCount program for both the file systems. The values considered in the figure 19 
are given in the table 13. The standard deviations for execution time of WordCount 
program are given in table 14. The standard deviation values for all the data set sizes 
are closer to zero indicating that the execution times are closer to the mean value 
(average execution time). 

 
Dataset Size HDFS CVFS 
0.5 04:53.5 05:00.3 
1.0 11:09.9 11:16.1 
1.5 17:09.2 17:07.2 

Table 13: Average execution times of WordCount program for input data from 
HDFS and CVFS 

 
Figure 19: Comparison of average execution times of WordCount program with 

HDFS and CVFS 
Dataset Size HDFS CVFS 
0.5 00:21.3 00:15.9 
1.0 00:25.4 00:03.1 
1.5 00:45.0 00:42.3 

Table 14: Standard deviations of WordCount program for input data from 
HDFS and CVFS 

4.4 Comparison of average execution times of Sort with 
HDFS and Sort with CVFS 
The average of the three execution times is considered for comparison between the 

file systems. The average execution time for HDFS with 0.5GB of input data is 
01:58.9. The average execution time for HDFS with 1.0GB of input data is 02:39.1. 
The average execution time for HDFS with 1.5GB of input data is 03:57.5. There is an 
increase in the execution time as the size of input data increases for HDFS. It depicts 
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that there is linear growth in the execution time with respect to size of input data even 
in I/O bound scenario. The average execution time for CVFS with 0.5GB of input data 
is 02:00.8. The average execution time for CVFS with 1.0GB of input data is 02:52.9. 
The average execution time for CVFS with 1.5GB of input data is 03:58.0. There is an 
increase in the execution time as the size of input data increases for CVFS. It depicts 
that there is linear growth in the execution time with respect to size of input data. 
These values are considered and plotted on the graph as shown in figure 20. The sizes 
of data set are considered on the X axis and the average execution times are considered 
on Y axis. The performance of the file systems in I/O bound scenario can be analyzed 
based on the following figure 20. Both the file systems have linear growth with respect 
to size of input data set. The graph in figure 20 clearly shows that there is slight 
difference in the average execution times of the Sort program for both the file systems. 
The performance of HDFS is similar to CVFS when the data set is 0.5GB. The 
performance of HDFS is slightly better when compared to CVFS when the data set is 
1.0GB. The performance is almost the same when the data set is again increased to 
1.5GB. The values considered in figure 20 are given in table 15. The standard 
deviations for execution time of WordCount program are given in table 16. The 
standard deviation values for all the data set sizes are closer to zero indicating that the 
execution times are closer to the mean value (average execution time). 

 
Dataset Size HDFS CVFS 
0.5 01:58.9 02:00.8 
1.0 02:39.1 02:52.9 
1.5 03:57.5 03:58.0 

Table 15: Average execution times of Sort program for input data from HDFS 
and CVFS 

 
Figure 20: Comparison of average execution times of Sort program with HDFS 

and CVFS 
Dataset Size HDFS CVFS 
0.5 00:05.1 00:05.8 
1.0 00:01.9 00:01.3 
1.5 00:04.4 00:01.6 
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Table 16: Standard deviations of Sort program for input data from HDFS and 
CVFS 

4.5 Comparison of average execution times of 
WordCount with HDFS and WordCount with CVFS 
(Single node) 

Dataset Size HDFS CVFS 
0.5 06:09.1 07:55.9 
1.0 13:36.6 15:51.9 
1.5 20:01.2 21:29.6 

Table 17: Average execution times of WordCount program for input data from 
HDFS and CVFS (Single node) 

 
Figure 21: Comparison of average execution times of WordCount program with 

HDFS and CVFS (Single node) 
Dataset Size HDFS CVFS 
0.5 00:08.7 00:36.0 
1.0 00:18.0 00:07.8 
1.5 00:11.5 01:05.8 

Table 18: Standard deviations of WordCount program for input data from 
HDFS and CVFS (Single node) 

The average of the three execution times is considered for comparison between the 
file systems. The average execution time for HDFS with 0.5GB of input data is 
06:09.1. The average execution time for HDFS with 1.0GB of input data is 13:36.6. 
The average execution time for HDFS with 1.5GB of input data is 20:01.2. There is an 
increase in the execution time as the size of input data increases for HDFS. It depicts 
that there is linear growth in the execution time with respect to size of input data. The 
average execution time for CVFS with 0.5GB of input data is 07:55.9. The average 
execution time for CVFS with 1.0GB of input data is 15:51.9. The average execution 
time for CVFS with 1.5GB of input data is 21:29.6. There is an increase in the 
execution time as the size of input data increases for CVFS. It depicts that there is 
linear growth in the execution time with respect to size of input data. These values are 
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considered and plotted on the graph as shown in figure 21. The sizes of data set are 
considered on the X axis and the average execution times are considered on Y axis. 
The performance of the file systems in CPU bound scenario can be analyzed based on 
the following figure 21. The performance of both the file systems are almost the same 
when CPU bound programs’ executions times are considered. Both the file systems 
have linear growth with respect to size of input data set. The graph in figure 21 clearly 
shows that there is slight difference in the average execution times of the WordCount 
program for both the file systems. HDFS performs slightly better than CVFS. The 
values considered in the figure 21 are given in the table 17. The standard deviations for 
execution time of WordCount program are given in table 18. The standard deviation 
values for all the data set sizes are closer to zero indicating that the execution times are 
closer to the mean value (average execution time). 

4.6 Comparison of average execution times of Sort with 
HDFS and Sort with CVFS (Single node) 

Dataset Size HDFS CVFS 
0.5 02:55.8 03:37.7 
1.0 03:34.9 05:36.4 
1.5 05:15.1 08:33.6 

Table 19: Average execution times of Sort program for input data from HDFS 
and CVFS (Single node) 

 
Figure 22: Comparison of average execution times of Sort program with HDFS 

and CVFS (Single node) 
Dataset Size HDFS CVFS 
0.5 00:07.3 00:00.6 
1.0 00:05.1 00:02.2 
1.5 00:29.7 00:24.1 

Table 20: Standard deviations of Sort program for input data from HDFS and 
CVFS (Single node) 

The average of the three execution times is considered for comparison between the 
file systems. The average execution time for HDFS with 0.5GB of input data is 
02:55.8. The average execution time for HDFS with 1.0GB of input data is 03:34.9. 
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The average execution time for HDFS with 1.5GB of input data is 05:15.1. There is an 
increase in the execution time as the size of input data increases for HDFS. It depicts 
that there is linear growth in the execution time with respect to size of input data even 
in I/O bound scenario. The average execution time for CVFS with 0.5GB of input data 
is 03:37.7. The average execution time for CVFS with 1.0GB of input data is 05:36.4. 
The average execution time for CVFS with 1.5GB of input data is 08:33.6. There is an 
increase in the execution time as the size of input data increases for CVFS. It depicts 
that there is linear growth in the execution time with respect to size of input data. 
These values are considered and plotted on the graph as shown in figure 22. The sizes 
of data set are considered on the X axis and the average execution times are considered 
on Y axis. The performance of the file systems in I/O bound scenario can be analyzed 
based on the following figure 22. Both the file systems have linear growth with respect 
to size of input data set. The graph in figure 22 clearly shows that there is slight 
difference in the average execution times of the Sort program for both the file systems. 
The performance of HDFS is slightly better when compared to CVFS as the data set 
increases. The values considered in figure 22 are given in table 19. The standard 
deviations for execution time of WordCount program are given in table 20. The 
standard deviation values for all the data set sizes are closer to zero indicating that the 
execution times are closer to the mean value (average execution time).  
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5 DISCUSSION 
The implementation of the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm on distributed storage 

system is very common. On the other hand, the implementation of the Hadoop 
MapReduce algorithm on virtualized shared storage is not much in practice. Especially 
studies on implementation of the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm by replacing the 
primary storage with shared storage are very less. Hence the study of implementation 
of the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm on Compuverde’s virtualized shared storage 
systems is taken up. HDFS is very efficient part of Hadoop framework. The 
elimination of HDFS led to the creation of CVFS. The NFS mounting on this CVFS in 
the later stage resulted in the successful interaction of the MapReduce algorithm with 
Compuverde shared storage. Implementation research method is selected to achieve 
this objective.  

The implementation method has a lot of advantages. CVFS deals with live data 
which is the main reason for taking up this study. In the real time scenario where a lot 
of jobs are executed simultaneously, it is very important to consider the execution on 
live data. While HDFS is considered, the data has to be copied into the HDFS and later 
the execution can take place. Hence HDFS has a disadvantage of not handling live 
data. In any circumstances, if the NameNode in HDFS is damaged it results in single 
point of failure. While on the other hand, we do not have the concept of NameNode in 
CVFS. Hence there is no single point of failure in CVFS. While data is copied into 
HDFS, it is replicated on three different DataNodes by default. This consumes a 
certain amount of execution time. In the case of CVFS, as it deals with shared 
resources, the data is available for all the DataNodes. As CVFS has many advantages 
over HDFS, the developed implementation method can be termed efficient.  

Once the MapReduce algorithm is implemented on Compuverde shared storage, its 
performance is evaluated by experimentation research method. This is performed by 
comparing the average execution time of the MapReduce algorithm by taking the input 
data from CVFS to the average execution time of the MapReduce algorithm by taking 
the input data from HDFS. 

In the experiment phase 1, two scenarios are considered as already mentioned 
previously. In the CPU bound scenario and I/O bound scenario HDFS outperforms 
CVFS in a single node environment. The reason is that the data is copied into the 
cache when HDFS is considered. There will be no cache coherence issues when HDFS 
is considered. Hence HDFS performs better than CVFS in single node environment. 
The standard deviations for execution times of MapReduce program are closer to zero 
which indicates that the execution times are closer to average execution time. 

In the experiment phase 2, CPU bound scenario is considered first. In the CPU 
bound scenario, both the file systems perform similarly. The advantage of HDFS is 
that it is devoid of cache coherence issues and the advantage of CVFS is that it deals 
with shared resources which results in less communication time. Hence both the file 
systems have similar execution times. The standard deviations for execution times of 
WordCount program are closer to zero which indicates that the execution times are 
closer to average execution time. In the I/O bound scenario, the performance of HDFS 
is very slightly better than CVFS for a certain data set sizes. The difference is very less 
and not drastic. The reasons are the same as stated previously. The HDFS has no cache 
coherence issues and CVFS takes less time for communication among the nodes as it 
deals with shared resources. Hence the file systems show almost similar performances 
but for a few data set sizes. The memory required for the temporary files that are 
generated after Map phase is more when HDFS is considered. 13GB of local disk 
space was not sufficient for executing even 2GB of data. It resulted in disk space 
errors when 2GB of data set or more than that was considered. When CVFS is 
considered it did not result in any disk space errors for even 5GB of data. 13GB of 
local disk space was sufficient for even 5GB of data. This is an additional advantage of 
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CVFS over HDFS. The standard deviations for execution times of Sort program are 
closer to zero which indicates that the execution times are closer to average execution 
time.    

5.1 Validity Threats 
The internal and external validity threats are discussed in this section. 

5.1.1 Internal validity 
Internal validity shows the correctness in the selection of dependent and 

independent variables in the study [24]. The size of the data set is considered as 
independent variable and the execution time of the MapReduce program for each data 
set is considered as dependent variable. The execution time differs as there is change 
in the size of data set. The execution time of the MapReduce programs can be 
considered as internal validity. In order to mitigate the internal validity threat, the 
MapReduce programs are executed three times on each file system. The average of the 
three execution times is finally considered for plotting the graph and comparing the 
file systems. This approach is followed for both the file systems in both the scenarios 
namely CPU bound and I/O bound. The experiment can be repeated any number of 
times and the results are expected to be around the obtained average execution time. 

The data sets considered for the WordCount program are text files and sequence 
files are considered for Sort program. The same type of data sets is considered for all 
the three data set sizes. The same type of data set is considered for both the file 
systems and for all the three iterations. Thus the internal validity threat due to the type 
of data set can be mitigated.     

5.1.2 External validity 
External validity shows the extent to which the developed method can be 

generalized [24]. In this study, the implementation method is executed in both CPU 
bound and I/O bound scenarios. The developed method can be used for any of the 
MapReduce programs and thus can be generalized. It is executed on four virtual 
machines installed on one physical machine. This method can also be implemented on 
four physical machines instead of four virtual machines installed on one physical 
machine. It can also be executed on a bigger cluster. Thus the implementation method 
can be generalized. The implementation method developed in this study can also be 
applied to any virtualized shared storage system like Compuverde. The small changes 
like scheme and NFS mounting can be made to the developed method which results in 
the usage of the method for any other virtualized shared storage system. Three 
different sizes (i.e., 0.5GB, 1.0GB and 1.5GB) of data sets are considered during the 
experiment. The size of the data set can be increased further and the graph is expected 
to show a linear growth as we found in this study. Thus the size of the data set can also 
be generalized and the external threat can be mitigated.     
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6 CONCLUSION  
The conclusions drawn from this study are mentioned in this chapter.  

6.1 Implementation 
The implementation of the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm on virtualized shared 

storage is very much feasible. There are very few studies in this context. This study 
proves to a point that the MapReduce algorithm can be implemented without accessing 
the data from HDFS. The time to copy the input data from the local file system to 
HDFS can be saved. The implementation of the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm on 
CVFS indicates that the MapReduce programs can be implemented directly on the live 
data rather than implementing it on the data that is copied after sometime. Hence the 
main advantage of CVFS is that it deals with live data which is an efficient feature in 
the current real time scenario. The time for replicating the data like in HDFS can also 
be saved. While dealing with CVFS, the data is available for all the nodes.   

6.2 Phase 1: Single node environment 
In the single node environment, i.e., in phase 1, the average execution time of 

WordCount program with HDFS is less in comparison with the average execution time 
of WordCount program with CVFS. Hence there is a slight difference in performance 
in CPU bound scenario. On the other hand, in the I/O bound scenario also a slight 
difference can be observed in the performance of Sort program. The performance of 
Sort program with HDFS is slightly better than the performance of Sort program with 
CVFS. In single node environment the disturbed storage systems perform better than 
shared storage systems because of the data is already copied into the cache while using 
the HDFS. The HDFS does not face any cache coherence problem either. Hence HDFS 
performs better than CVFS in a single node environment. The standard deviations for 
execution times of MapReduce program are closer to zero which indicates that the 
execution times are closer to average execution time.  

6.3 Phase 2: Multi-node environment 
The conclusions drawn from the multimode environment, i.e. phase 2 are 

described in the following section.  

6.3.1 CPU bound - WordCount MapReduce program 
In the CPU bound scenario, the execution time of WordCount program with input 

data from HDFS has a linear growth with respect to the size of data set. The execution 
time of WordCount program with input data from CVFS also has a linear growth with 
respect to the size of data set. The average execution times for three iterations are 
calculated and plotted in the graph. This is performed for both the file systems. The 
graph can conclude that there is no much difference in the performance of both HDFS 
and CVFS file systems. The average execution times appear to be very close values. 
The performance of both the file systems can be considered similar to each other in 
CPU bound scenario. When the computing dependent MapReduce programs are 
considered both the files systems perform alike. The reason is that CVFS deals with 
shared resources which result in less time for communication and HDFS does not have 
cache coherence issues which also results in less time for communication. The 
standard deviations for execution times of WordCount program are closer to zero 
which indicates that the execution times are closer to average execution time. 

6.3.2 I/O bound – Sort MapReduce program 
On the other hand, in the I/O bound scenario, the execution time of Sort program 

with input data from HDFS has a linear growth with respect to the size of data set. The 
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execution time of Sort program with input data from CVFS also has a linear growth 
with respect to the size of data set. The average execution times for three iterations are 
calculated and plotted in the graph. This is performed for both the file systems. The 
graph can conclude that there is no much difference in the performance of both HDFS 
and CVFS file systems, if the size of data set is 0.5GB. Once the size of data set is 
increased to 1.0GB the performance of HDFS is better than CVFS. Later when the size 
of data set is increased to 1.5GB, the performance of HDFS is better than CVFS but 
there is a very slight difference in their performance. Unlike the CPU bound scenario, 
in the I/O bound scenario the performances are not very similar to each other. But the 
difference is not very drastic. Hence when the input and output operation dependent 
MapReduce programs are considered HDFS performs slightly better than CVFS. The 
reason is that CVFS deals with shared resources which result in less time for 
communication and HDFS does not have cache coherence issues which also results in 
less time for communication. The standard deviations for execution times of Sort 
program are closer to zero which indicates that the execution times are closer to 
average execution time. 

Thus with the implementation of the Hadoop MapReduce algorithm on virtualized 
shared storage systems, we can conclude that the MapReduce algorithms can be 
implemented on CVFS live data rather than implementing on the copied data in HDFS. 
In the multi-node environment, the performance of CVFS is on par with HDFS in CPU 
bound scenario and slightly lower in I/O bound scenario. There is very less difference 
in the performance of both the file systems in I/O bound scenario. This is observed 
only for a few sizes of data set and not for every size. Hence we can conclude that in 
both CPU bound and I/O bound scenarios, the shared storage systems perform equally 
as the distributed storage systems.   
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7 FUTURE WORK 
The scope for future work is mentioned in this chapter. 
In this study, the method developed for implementation of the Hadoop MapReduce 

algorithm on virtualized shared storage systems deals with explicitly changing the 
InputFormatClass in the MapReduce program. The method can be further optimized 
by creating an implicit feature that does not lead to the change of InputFormatClass 
explicitly.  

In the experiment, only two scenarios namely CPU bound and I/O bound are 
considered. The MapReduce programs that are both CPU bound and I/O bound can 
also be considered. The performance of both the file systems HDFS and CVFS is 
evaluated based on the average execution time of the MapReduce algorithms. There 
are many other parameters like throughput and latency that can be considered to 
evaluate the performance of both the file systems further. The consideration of more 
number of nodes and more number of data sets is an additional option. 

As a new method is developed in this study there is a lot of scope for further 
optimization and further performance evaluation based on a lot of other parameters.  
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APPENDIX A 

CompuverdeFs.java 
 

/*CompuverdeFs*/ 
package org.apache.hadoop.fs; 
 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.net.URI; 
import java.net.URISyntaxException; 
import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 
import java.util.EnumSet; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.AbstractFileSystem; 
 
import org.apache.hadoop.classification.InterfaceAudience; 
import org.apache.hadoop.classification.InterfaceStability; 
import org.apache.hadoop.conf.Configuration; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.Options.ChecksumOpt; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.Path; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.permission.FsAction; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.permission.FsPermission; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.FileSystem; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.FsConstants; 
import org.apache.hadoop.security.AccessControlException; 
import org.apache.hadoop.util.Progressable; 
import org.apache.hadoop.util.Tool; 
 
@InterfaceAudience.Private 
@InterfaceStability.Evolving 
public class CompuverdeFs extends AbstractFileSystem implements Tool { 
protected static FileSystem fs1 = null; 
protected static AbstractFileSystem fs2 = null; 
protected static AbstractFileSystem fs3 = null; 
 
public boolean verifyChecksum; 
public static Configuration confi = new Configuration(); 
static final URI COMPUVERDE_FS_URI = URI.create("cvfs:///"); 
public static final URI LOCAL_FS_URI = URI.create("file:///"); 
 
public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception 
{ 
 short a = 4; 
 Path f = new Path("cvfs:///home/shravya/Documents/input4/abc"); 
 Path f1 = new Path("cvfs:///home/shravya/Documents/input4/abc/list"); 
 Path f2 = new Path("cvfs:///home/shravya/Documents/input4/abc2"); 
 Path f3 = new Path("cvfs:///home/shravya/Documents/input4/abc1");  
  
 System.out.println("In Main"); 
 confi.set("fs.cvfs.impl", 

 org.apache.hadoop.fs.CompuverdeFileSystem.class.getName()); 
 System.out.println(confi); 
    fs1 = FileSystem.get(COMPUVERDE_FS_URI, confi); 
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    System.out.println("FileSystem: "+fs1); 
    confi.set("fs.AbstractFileSystem.cvfs.impl", 

 org.apache.hadoop.fs.CompuverdeFs.class.getName()); 
    System.out.println(confi); 
    fs2 = AbstractFileSystem.createFileSystem(COMPUVERDE_FS_URI, 

 confi); 
    System.out.println("CreateAbstractFileSystem: "+fs2); 
 fs3 = AbstractFileSystem.get(COMPUVERDE_FS_URI, confi); 
    System.out.println("GetAbstractFileSystem: "+fs3); 
     System.out.println("InitialWorkingDir is: 

 "+fs1.getInitialWorkingDirectory()); 
  
 new CompuverdeFs(COMPUVERDE_FS_URI,confi); 
 new CompuverdeFs(confi); 
 new CompuverdeFs(COMPUVERDE_FS_URI, fs1, confi); 
  
 FileSystem fss = getFileSystem(confi); 
 System.out.print("getFileSystem: "+fss); 
 System.out.print("\n\n"); 
  
 //FileStatus stat = fs2.getFileStatus(f); //VImp 
 //FsPermission permission = stat.getPermission(); //VImp 
 FsPermission permission = new 

 FsPermission(FsAction.ALL,FsAction.NONE,FsAction.NONE); //VImp 
 fs2.mkdir(f, permission, true); 
 System.out.println("mkdir works"); 
 EnumSet<CreateFlag> createflag = EnumSet.of(CreateFlag.CREATE);  
 ChecksumOpt checksum = new ChecksumOpt(); //VImp 
 System.out.println("CreateInternal: "+fs2.createInternal(f1, createflag, 

 permission, 99, a, 25, null, checksum, true)); //File is required 
 System.out.println("FileBlockLocations: "+fs2.getFileBlockLocations(f, 

 0,99)); 
 System.out.println("FileChecksum: "+fs2.getFileChecksum(f)); 
 System.out.println("FileStatus: "+fs2.getFileStatus(f)); 
 System.out.println("FsStatus: "+fs2.getFsStatus()); 
 fs2.open(f1, 999); //f1 should be file 
 System.out.println("Open works"); 
 fs2.setOwner(f, "shravya", "shravya"); 
 System.out.println("setOwner works"); 
 fs2.setPermission(f, permission); 
 System.out.println("setPermission works"); 
 fs2.setTimes(f, 0, 0); 
 System.out.println("setTimes works"); 
 fs2.setVerifyChecksum(true); 
 System.out.println("setVerifyChecksum works"); 
 fs2.renameInternal(f, f2); //f, f2 should be directories 
 System.out.println("renameInternal works"); 
 fs2.setReplication(f2,a); 
 System.out.println("setReplication works"); 
 System.out.println("ServerDefaults: "+fs2.getServerDefaults()); 
 System.out.println("listStatus: "+fs2.listStatus(f2)); 
 fs2.delete(f3, true); 
 System.out.println("Delete works"); 
 System.out.print("exit"); 
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}   
 
 /** 
  * This constructor has the signature needed by 
  * {@link AbstractFileSystem#createFileSystem(URI, Configuration)}. 
  *  
  * @param theUri which must be that of CompuverdeFs 
  * @param conf 
  * @throws IOException 
  * @throws URISyntaxException  
  */ 
 public CompuverdeFs(final URI theUri, final Configuration conf) throws 

 IOException, 
 URISyntaxException { 
 super(COMPUVERDE_FS_URI, 

 FsConstants.COMPUVERDE_FS_SCHEME, false, -1); 
 //System.out.println("In UriConf Constructor"); 
 } 
 
 
 public CompuverdeFs(final Configuration conf) throws IOException, 
 URISyntaxException { 
 this(FsConstants.COMPUVERDE_FS_URI, confi); 
  
 //System.out.println("In Conf Constructor"); 
 } 
   
     public CompuverdeFs(final URI theUri, FileSystem thecvfs, final     

 Configuration conf) throws IOException, 
       URISyntaxException { 
 this(COMPUVERDE_FS_URI, confi); 
 fs1 = thecvfs; 
 /*System.out.print("\nURI is:"); 
 System.out.println(theUri); 
 Path f = new Path("cvfs:/home/shravya/Desktop/input/abc"); 
 System.out.print("Path is:"); 
 System.out.println(f); 
 System.out.print("thisURI is:"); 
 URI uri2 = this.getUri(); 
 System.out.println(uri2); 
 System.out.print("thatAuthority is:"); 
 String authority = theUri.getAuthority(); 
 System.out.println(authority); 
 System.out.print("thatHost is:"); 
 String thatHost = theUri.getHost(); 
 System.out.println(thatHost); 
 System.out.print("thisHost is:"); 
 String thisHost = this.getUri().getHost(); 
 System.out.println(thisHost); 
 System.out.print("thatPort is:"); 
 int thatPort = theUri.getPort(); 
 System.out.println(thatPort); 
 System.out.print("thisPort is:"); 
 int thisPort = this.getUri().getPort(); 
 System.out.println(thisPort); 
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 System.out.print("DefaultPort is:"); 
 int port = this.getUriDefaultPort(); 
 System.out.println(port); 
 System.out.print("thatScheme is:"); 
 String thatScheme = theUri.getScheme(); 
 System.out.println(thatScheme); 
 System.out.print("thisScheme is:"); 
 String thisScheme = this.getUri().getScheme(); 
 System.out.println(thisScheme);*/ 
 //System.out.print("In FileSystemConf constructor"); 
 //Path(); 
    } 
    
    public static FileSystem getFileSystem(Configuration conf) throws 

 IOException { 
    return FileSystem.get(COMPUVERDE_FS_URI, confi); 
    } 
     
     
    public int getUriDefaultPort() { 
  return -1; 
    } 
   
   
  @SuppressWarnings("deprecation") 
  @Override 
  public FSDataOutputStream createInternal(Path f, 
      EnumSet<CreateFlag> createFlag, FsPermission absolutePermission, 
      int bufferSize, short replication, long blockSize, Progressable progress, 
      ChecksumOpt checksumOpt, boolean createParent) throws IOException { 
   checkPath(f); 
      
       if (!createParent) { // parent must exist. 
       // since this.create makes parent dirs automatically 
       // we must throw exception if parent does not exist. 
       final FileStatus stat = getFileStatus(f.getParent()); 
       if (stat == null) { 
         throw new FileNotFoundException("Missing parent:" + f); 
       } 
       if (!stat.isDirectory()) { 
           throw new ParentNotDirectoryException("parent is not a dir:" +f); 
       } 
       // parent does exist - go ahead with create of file. 
     } 
        
 //EnumSet<CreateFlag> flag = null; 
 return fs1.primitiveCreate(f, absolutePermission, createFlag, bufferSize, 

 replication, blockSize, progress, checksumOpt); 
  } 
   
  @Override 
  public BlockLocation[] getFileBlockLocations(Path f, long start, long len) 
      throws IOException { 
    checkPath(f); 
    return fs1.getFileBlockLocations(f, start, len); 
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  } 
   
  @Override 
  public FileChecksum getFileChecksum(Path f) throws IOException { 
    checkPath(f); 
    return fs1.getFileChecksum(f); 
  } 
   
  @Override 
  public FileStatus getFileStatus(Path f) throws IOException { 
    checkPath(f); 
    return fs1.getFileStatus(f); 
  } 
   
  @Override 
  public FsStatus getFsStatus() throws IOException { 
   return fs1.getStatus(); 
  } 
 
@SuppressWarnings("deprecation") 
@Override 
  public void mkdir(Path dir, FsPermission permission, boolean createParent) 
      throws IOException { 
    checkPath(dir); 
    fs1.primitiveMkdir(dir, permission, createParent); 
  } 
   
  @Override 
  public FSDataInputStream open(Path f, int bufferSize) throws IOException{                   
    checkPath(f); 
    return fs1.open(f, bufferSize); 
  } 
   
  @Override 
  public void setOwner(Path f, String username, String groupname) 
      throws IOException { 
    checkPath(f); 
    fs1.setOwner(f, username, groupname); 
  } 
 
  @Override 
  public void setPermission(Path f, FsPermission permission) 
      throws IOException { 
    checkPath(f); 
    fs1.setPermission(f, permission); 
  } 
 
  @Override 
  public void setTimes(Path f, long mtime, long atime) throws IOException { 
    checkPath(f); 
    fs1.setTimes(f, mtime, atime); 
  } 
   
  @Override 
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  public void setVerifyChecksum(boolean verifyChecksum) throws 
 IOException { 

   this.verifyChecksum = verifyChecksum; 
  } 
 
  @Override 
  public boolean delete(Path f, boolean recursive) throws 

 AccessControlException, 
 FileNotFoundException, UnresolvedLinkException, IOException { 
 checkPath(f); 
  return fs1.delete(f, recursive); 
  } 
 
  @SuppressWarnings("deprecation") 
  @Override 
  public FsServerDefaults getServerDefaults() throws IOException { 
 return fs1.getServerDefaults(); 
  } 
 
  @Override 
  public FileStatus[] listStatus(Path f) throws AccessControlException, 
 FileNotFoundException, UnresolvedLinkException, IOException { 
   checkPath(f); 
     return fs1.listStatus(f); 
  } 
   
@SuppressWarnings("deprecation") 
@Override 
  public void renameInternal(Path src, Path dst) throws 

 AccessControlException, 
 FileAlreadyExistsException, FileNotFoundException, 
 ParentNotDirectoryException, UnresolvedLinkException, IOException { 
   checkPath(src); 
     checkPath(dst); 
     fs1.rename(src, dst, Options.Rename.NONE); 
  
  } 
  @Override 
  public boolean setReplication(Path f, short replication) 
  throws AccessControlException, FileNotFoundException, 
  UnresolvedLinkException, IOException { 
 // TODO Auto-generated method stub 
 return false; 
} 
 
@Override 
public Configuration getConf() { 
 // TODO Auto-generated method stub 
 return null; 
} 
 
@Override 
public void setConf(Configuration arg0) { 
 // TODO Auto-generated method stub 
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} 
 
@Override 
public int run(String[] arg0) throws Exception { 
 // TODO Auto-generated method stub 
 return 0; 
} 
   

} 
 

CompuverdeFileSystem.java 
 
/*CompuverdeFileSystem*/ 
package org.apache.hadoop.fs; 
import java.io.BufferedOutputStream; 
import java.io.ByteArrayOutputStream; 
import java.io.DataOutput; 
import java.io.DataOutputStream; 
import java.io.EOFException; 
import java.io.File; 
import java.io.FileDescriptor; 
import java.io.FileInputStream; 
import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 
import java.io.FileOutputStream; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.io.OutputStream; 
import java.net.URI; 
import java.util.Arrays; 
import java.util.StringTokenizer; 
 
import org.apache.hadoop.classification.InterfaceAudience; 
import org.apache.hadoop.classification.InterfaceStability; 
import org.apache.hadoop.conf.Configuration; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.BufferedFSInputStream; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.FSDataInputStream; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.FSDataOutputStream; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.FSExceptionMessages; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.FSInputStream; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.FileStatus; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.FileSystem; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.FileUtil; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.HasFileDescriptor; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.Path; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.Stat; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.permission.FsAction; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.permission.FsPermission; 
import org.apache.hadoop.util.Progressable; 
import org.apache.hadoop.util.Shell; 
import org.apache.hadoop.util.StringUtils; 
 
@InterfaceAudience.Private 
@InterfaceStability.Stable 
public class CompuverdeFileSystem extends FileSystem { 
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 static final URI COMPUVERDE_FS_URI = URI.create("cvfs:///"); 
 public static final URI LOCAL_FS_URI = URI.create("file:///"); 
 public static Path workingDir; 
 private static boolean useDeprecatedFileStatus = true; 
 protected static FileSystem fs1 = null; 
 public static Configuration confi = new Configuration(); 
    
 
 public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception 
 { 
 short a = 4; //Imp 
 byte[] b = new byte[10]; //Imp 
 Path f = new Path("cvfs:///home/shravya/Documents/input4/abc"); 
 Path f1 = new Path("cvfs:///home/shravya/Documents/input4/abc/list");  
 Path f2 = new Path("cvfs:///home/shravya/Documents/input4/abc2"); 
 Path f3 = new Path("cvfs:///home/shravya/Documents/input4/abc1");  
 CompuverdeFileSystem c = new CompuverdeFileSystem(); //VImp 
   
 System.out.println("InMain"); 
 confi.set("fs.cvfs.impl", 

 org.apache.hadoop.fs.CompuverdeFileSystem.class.getName()); 
 System.out.println(confi); 
 fs1 = FileSystem.get(COMPUVERDE_FS_URI, confi); 
 System.out.println("Filesystem: "+fs1); 
 System.out.println("Uri is: "+fs1.getUri()); 
 fs1.initialize(COMPUVERDE_FS_URI, confi); 
 System.out.println("Initialized succesfully"); 

 System.out.println("Scheme is: "+fs1.getScheme()); 
 //FileStatus stat = fs1.getFileStatus(f); 
 //FsPermission permission = stat.getPermission(); //Imp 
 FsPermission permission = new 

 FsPermission(FsAction.ALL,FsAction.NONE,FsAction.NONE); 
 fs1.mkdirs(f,permission);  
 System.out.println("Dir created successfully without error"); 
 fs1.setPermission(f,new 

 FsPermission(FsAction.ALL,FsAction.NONE,FsAction.NONE)); 
 System.out.println("FileStatus is: "+fs1.getFileStatus(f)); 
 System.out.println("Working dir: "+fs1.getWorkingDirectory()); 
 makeAbsolute(f); 
 System.out.println("makeAbsolute works"); 
 fs1.setWorkingDirectory(f); 
 System.out.println("setWorkingDir works"); 
 c.pathToFile(f); 
 System.out.println("pathToFile works"); 
 System.out.println("FileLinkStatusInternal is: " 

 +c.getFileLinkStatusInternal(f, useDeprecatedFileStatus)); 
 System.out.println("NativeFileLinkStatus is:"

 +c.getNativeFileLinkStatus(f, true)); 
 System.out.println("deprecatedFileStatus is: " 

 +c.deprecatedGetFileStatus(f)); 
 System.out.println("deprecatedGetFileLinkStatusInternal is: " 

 +c.deprecatedGetFileLinkStatusInternal(f)); 
 System.out.println("listStatus is: "+fs1.listStatus(f)); 
 fs1.create(f1, permission, true, 99, a, 25, null); //Imp: File required not dir 
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 System.out.println("create works"); 
 File file = c.pathToFile(f);  
 CompuverdeFileSystem.DeprecatedRawLocalFileStatus cd = new 

 DeprecatedRawLocalFileStatus(file, 25, fs1); //VImp 
 System.out.println("isPermissionLoaded value: " 

 +cd.isPermissionLoaded()); 
 System.out.println("getPermission value: "+cd.getPermission()); 
 System.out.println("getOwner value: "+cd.getOwner()); 
 System.out.println("getGroup value: "+cd.getGroup()); 
 cd.loadPermissionInfo(); 
 System.out.println("loadPermissionInfo works"); 
 ByteArrayOutputStream byteOutStream = new 

 ByteArrayOutputStream();  
 DataOutput out = new DataOutputStream(byteOutStream); //VImp 
 cd.write(out); 
 System.out.println("write works"); 
 CompuverdeFileSystem.LocalFSFileInputStream ci = c.new 

 LocalFSFileInputStream(f1);  //VImp //File required not directory 
 System.out.println("getFileDescriptor: "+ci.getFileDescriptor()); 
 System.out.println("getPos: "+ci.getPos()); 
 ci.seek(999); 
 System.out.println("seek works"); 
 ci.seekToNewSource(999); 
 System.out.println("seekToNewSource works"); 
 ci.read(); 
 System.out.println("read works"); 
 fs1.open(f1, 99); //File required not directory 
 System.out.println("open works"); 
 CompuverdeFileSystem.LocalFSFileOutputStream co = c.new 

 LocalFSFileOutputStream(f1, true); //VImp //File required not directory 
 co.write(9);  
 System.out.println("write(int) works"); 
 co.write(b, 1, 9);  
 System.out.println("write(byte, int, int) works"); 
 c.append(f1, 99, null); //File required not directory 
 System.out.println("append works"); 
 co.flush(); 
 System.out.println("flush works");  
 co.close(); 
 System.out.println("close works"); 
 fs1.rename(f, f2); //f, f2: directories 
 System.out.println("Rename works"); 
 System.out.println("listStatus of f2 is: "+fs1.listStatus(f2)); 
 fs1.delete(f3, true); 
 System.out.println("delete works"); 
 System.out.print("exit"); 
 } 
  
 public CompuverdeFileSystem()  
 { 
 workingDir = getInitialWorkingDirectory(); 
 }   
    
 @Override 
 public URI getUri() {  
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   return COMPUVERDE_FS_URI;  
 } 
    
 @Override 
 public void initialize(URI uri, Configuration conf) throws IOException { 
     super.initialize(uri, conf); 
     setConf(conf); 
 }   
  
   /** 
    * Return the protocol scheme for the FileSystem. 
    * <p/> 
    * 
    * @return <code>cvfs</code> 
    */ 
   @Override 
   public String getScheme() { 
     return "cvfs"; 
   } 
    
 public boolean mkdirs(Path f, FsPermission permission) throws 

 IOException  
 { 
 boolean b = mkdirs(f); 
     if(b) { 
       setPermission(f, permission); 
     } 
     return true; 
 } 
  
 @Override 
   public boolean mkdirs(Path f) throws IOException { 
     if(f == null) { 
       throw new IllegalArgumentException("mkdirs path arg is null"); 
     } 
     Path parent = f.getParent(); 
     File p2f = pathToFile(f); 
     if(parent != null) { 
       File parent2f = pathToFile(parent); 
       if(parent2f != null && parent2f.exists() && !parent2f.isDirectory()) { 
         throw new ParentNotDirectoryException("Parent path is not a  

  directory: " + parent); 
       } 
     } 
     if (p2f.exists() && !p2f.isDirectory()) { 
       throw new FileNotFoundException("Destination exists" + 
               " and is not a directory: " + p2f.getCanonicalPath()); 
     } 
     return (parent == null || mkdirs(parent)) && 
       (p2f.mkdir() || p2f.isDirectory()); 
   } 
 
 @Override 
   protected boolean primitiveMkdir(Path f, FsPermission   

 absolutePermission) 
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     throws IOException { 
     boolean b = mkdirs(f); 
     setPermission(f, absolutePermission); 
     return b; 
   } 
  
   private static Path makeAbsolute(Path f) { 
        if (f.isAbsolute()) { 
          return f; 
        } else { 
            return new Path(workingDir, f); 
           } 
         } 
    
   /** 
    * Set the working directory to the given directory. 
    */ 
   @Override 
   public void setWorkingDirectory(Path newDir) { 
     workingDir = makeAbsolute(newDir); 
     checkPath(workingDir); 
  } 
    
   /** Convert a path to a File. */ 
   public File pathToFile(Path path) { 
     checkPath(path); 
     if (!path.isAbsolute()) { 
       path = new Path(getWorkingDirectory(), path); 
     } 
     return new File(path.toUri().getPath()); 
   } 
    
   @Override 
   public boolean rename(Path src, Path dst) throws IOException { 
     // Attempt rename using Java API. 
     File srcFile = pathToFile(src); 
     File dstFile = pathToFile(dst); 
     if (srcFile.renameTo(dstFile)) { 
       return true; 
     } 
     if (this.exists(dst)) { 
         FileStatus sdst = this.getFileStatus(dst); 
         if (sdst.isDirectory() && dstFile.list().length == 0) { 
           if (LOG.isDebugEnabled()) { 
             LOG.debug("Deleting empty destination and renaming " + src + " 

  to " +dst); 
           } 
           if (this.delete(dst, false) && srcFile.renameTo(dstFile)) { 
             return true; 
           } 
         } 
       } 
 
       // The fallback behavior accomplishes the rename by a full copy. 
       if (LOG.isDebugEnabled()) { 
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         LOG.debug("Falling through to a copy of " + src + " to " + dst); 
       } 
       return FileUtil.copy(this, src, this, dst, true, getConf()); 
     } 
    
   /** 
    * Delete the given path to a file or directory. 
    * @param p the path to delete 
    * @param recursive to delete sub-directories 
    * @return true if the file or directory and all its contents were deleted 
    * @throws IOException if p is non-empty and recursive is false  
    */ 
   @Override 
   public boolean delete(Path p, boolean recursive) throws IOException { 
     File f = pathToFile(p); 
     if (!f.exists()) { 
       //no path, return false "nothing to delete" 
       return false; 
     } 
     if (f.isFile()) { 
       return f.delete(); 
     } else if (!recursive && f.isDirectory() &&  
         (FileUtil.listFiles(f).length != 0)) { 
       throw new IOException("Directory " + f.toString() + " is not  

  empty"); 
     } 
     return FileUtil.fullyDelete(f); 
   } 
      
   @Override 
   public Path getWorkingDirectory() { 
     return workingDir; 
   } 
 
   /** 
    * Public {@link FileStatus} methods delegate to this function, which in 

    turn 
    * either call the new {@link Stat} based implementation or the  

    deprecated 
    * methods based on platform support.  
    * @param f Path to stat 
    * @param dereference whether to dereference the final path  

    component if a symlink 
    * @return FileStatus of f 
    * @throws IOException 
    */ 
   private FileStatus getFileLinkStatusInternal(final Path f, 
       boolean dereference) throws IOException { 
     if (!useDeprecatedFileStatus) { 
       return getNativeFileLinkStatus(f, dereference); 
     } else if (dereference) { 
       return deprecatedGetFileStatus(f); 
     } else { 
       return deprecatedGetFileLinkStatusInternal(f); 
     } 
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   } 
    
   private FileStatus getNativeFileLinkStatus(final Path f, 
       boolean dereference) throws IOException { 
     checkPath(f); 
     Stat stat = new Stat(f, getDefaultBlockSize(f),               

     dereference, this); 
     FileStatus status = stat.getFileStatus(); 
     return status; } 
   @Deprecated 
   private FileStatus deprecatedGetFileStatus(Path f) throws IOException    { 
     File path = pathToFile(f); 
     if (path.exists()) { 
       return new DeprecatedRawLocalFileStatus(pathToFile(f), 
           getDefaultBlockSize(f), this); 
     } else { 
       throw new FileNotFoundException("File " + f + " does not exist"); 
     } 
   } 
   public Configuration getConf() { 
          return confi; 
        } 
    
  @Deprecated 
    public long getDefaultBlockSize() { 
           // default to 32MB: large enough to minimize the impact of seeks 
   return getConf().getLong("fs.local.block.size", 32 * 1024 * 1024); 
  } 
  
    /** 
    * Deprecated. Remains for legacy support. Should be removed when     

 {@link Stat} 
    * gains support for Windows and other operating systems. 
    */ 
   @Deprecated 
   private FileStatus deprecatedGetFileLinkStatusInternal(final Path f) 
       throws IOException { 
     String target = FileUtil.readLink(new File(f.toString())); 
 
     try { 
       FileStatus fs = getFileStatus(f); 
       // If f refers to a regular file or directory 
       if (target.isEmpty()) { 
         return fs; 
       } 
       // Otherwise f refers to a symlink 
       return new FileStatus(fs.getLen(), 
           false, 
           fs.getReplication(), 
           fs.getBlockSize(), 
           fs.getModificationTime(), 
           fs.getAccessTime(), 
           fs.getPermission(), 
           fs.getOwner(), 
           fs.getGroup(), 
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           new Path(target), 
           f); 
     } catch (FileNotFoundException e) { 
       /* The exists method in the File class returns false for dangling 
        * links so we can get a FileNotFoundException for links that exist. 
        * It's also possible that we raced with a delete of the link. Use 
        * the readBasicFileAttributes method in java.nio.file.attributes 
        * when available. 
        */ 
       if (!target.isEmpty()) { 
         return new FileStatus(0, false, 0, 0, 0, 0, FsPermission.getDefault(), 
             "", "", new Path(target), f); 
       } 
       // f refers to a file or directory that does not exist 
       throw e; 
     } 
   } 
    
   @Override 
   public FileStatus getFileStatus(Path f) throws IOException { 
     return getFileLinkStatusInternal(f, true); 
   } 
  
   @Override 
   public FileStatus[] listStatus(Path f) throws IOException { 
     File localf = pathToFile(f); 
     FileStatus[] results; 
 
     if (!localf.exists()) { 
       throw new FileNotFoundException("File " + f + " does not exist"); 
     } 
     if (localf.isFile()) { 
       if (!useDeprecatedFileStatus) { 
         return new FileStatus[] { getFileStatus(f) }; 
       } 
       return new FileStatus[] { 
         new DeprecatedRawLocalFileStatus(localf, getDefaultBlockSize(f),        

     this)}; 
     } 
 
     String[] names = localf.list(); 
     if (names == null) { 
       return null; 
     } 
     results = new FileStatus[names.length]; 
     int j = 0; 
     for (int i = 0; i < names.length; i++) { 
       try { 
         // Assemble the path using the Path 3 arg constructor to make sure 
         // paths with colon are properly resolved on Linux 
         results[j] = getFileStatus(new Path(f, new Path(null, null,   

         names[i]))); 
         j++; 
       } catch (FileNotFoundException e) { 
         // ignore the files not found since the dir list may have changed 
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         // since the names[] list was generated. 
       } 
     } 
     if (j == names.length) { 
       return results; 
     } 
     return Arrays.copyOf(results, j); 
   } 
    
   protected void checkPath(Path path) { 
     URI uri = path.toUri(); 
     String thatScheme = uri.getScheme(); 
      if (thatScheme == null)                // fs is relative 
          return; 
         //System.out.println("In CheckPath(), Uri: "+uri); 
         URI thisUri = getCanonicalUri(); 
         String thisScheme = thisUri.getScheme(); 
          //authority and scheme are not case sensitive 
         //System.out.println("In CheckPath(), thisUri:   

         "+thisUri); 
         if (thisScheme.equalsIgnoreCase(thatScheme)) 
         {  // schemes match 
            String thisAuthority = thisUri.getAuthority(); 
            String thatAuthority = uri.getAuthority(); 
           if (thatAuthority == null &&   thisAuthority != null)                                              

           // path's authority is null 
           {              // fs has an authority 
             URI defaultUri = getDefaultUri(getConf()); 
             if (thisScheme.equalsIgnoreCase(defaultUri.getScheme())) 
                { 
                 uri = defaultUri; // schemes match, so use this uri instead 
                 } else { 
                uri = null; // can't determine auth of the path 
                  } 
          } 
          if (uri != null) { 
             // canonicalize uri before comparing with this fs 
              uri = canonicalizeUri(uri); 
              thatAuthority = uri.getAuthority(); 
              if (thisAuthority == thatAuthority ||       // authorities match 
                (thisAuthority != null && 
                   thisAuthority.equalsIgnoreCase(thatAuthority))) 
                return; 
            } 
          } 
          throw new IllegalArgumentException("Wrong FS: "+path+ 
                           ", expected: "+this.getUri()); 
        }   
    
   @Deprecated 
   static class DeprecatedRawLocalFileStatus extends FileStatus { 
     /* We can add extra fields here. It breaks at least CopyFiles.FilePair(). 
      * We recognize if the information is already loaded by check if 
      * onwer.equals(""). 
      */ 
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     public boolean isPermissionLoaded() { 
       return !super.getOwner().isEmpty();  
     } 
      
     DeprecatedRawLocalFileStatus(File f, long defaultBlockSize,  

        FileSystem fs) { 
        super(f.length(), f.isDirectory(), 1, defaultBlockSize, 
        f.lastModified(), new Path(f.getPath()).makeQualified(fs.getUri(), 
             fs.getWorkingDirectory())); 
      } 
      
     @Override 
     public FsPermission getPermission() { 
       if (!isPermissionLoaded()) { 
         loadPermissionInfo(); 
       } 
       return super.getPermission(); 
     } 
 
     @Override 
     public String getOwner() { 
       if (!isPermissionLoaded()) { 
         loadPermissionInfo(); 
       } 
       return super.getOwner(); 
     } 
 
     @Override 
     public String getGroup() { 
       if (!isPermissionLoaded()) { 
         loadPermissionInfo(); 
       } 
       return super.getGroup(); 
     } 
 
     /// loads permissions, owner, and group from `ls -ld` 
     public void loadPermissionInfo() { 
       IOException e = null; 
       try { 
       System.out.println("PathUri: "+getPath().toUri()); 
       File file2 = new     

       File("src/org/apache/hadoop/fs/CompuverdeFileSystem.java"); 
       String output = execCommand(file2,  
       Shell.getGetPermissionCommand()); 
       StringTokenizer t = new StringTokenizer(output,   

                Shell.TOKEN_SEPARATOR_REGEX); 
       //expected format 
       //-rw-------    1 username groupname ... 
       String permission = t.nextToken(); 
       if (permission.length() >                

       FsPermission.MAX_PERMISSION_LENGTH) { 
           //files with ACLs might have a '+' 
           permission = permission.substring(0, 
           FsPermission.MAX_PERMISSION_LENGTH); 
         } 
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         setPermission(FsPermission.valueOf(permission)); 
         t.nextToken(); 
 
         String owner = t.nextToken(); 
         // If on windows domain, token format is DOMAIN\\user and we          

        // want to extract only the user name 
          if (Shell.WINDOWS) { 
           int i = owner.indexOf('\\'); 
           if (i != -1) 
             owner = owner.substring(i + 1); 
         } 
         setOwner(owner); 
 
         setGroup(t.nextToken()); 
       } catch (Shell.ExitCodeException ioe) { 
         if (ioe.getExitCode() != 1) { 
           e = ioe; 
         } else { 
           setPermission(null); 
           setOwner(null); 
           setGroup(null); 
         } 
       } catch (IOException ioe) { 
         e = ioe; 
       } finally { 
         if (e != null) { 
           throw new RuntimeException("Error while running command to        

  get " + "file permissions : " +  
                                      StringUtils.stringifyException(e)); 
         } 
       } 
     } 
          
     static String execCommand(File f, String... cmd) throws IOException { 
         String[] args = new String[cmd.length + 1]; 
         System.arraycopy(cmd, 0, args, 0, cmd.length); 
         args[cmd.length] = f.getCanonicalPath(); 
         String output = Shell.execCommand(args); 
         return output; 
       } 
      
     @Override 
     public void write(DataOutput out) throws IOException { 
       if (!isPermissionLoaded()) { 
         loadPermissionInfo(); 
       } 
       super.write(out); 
     } 
   } 
    
   /******************************************************* 
    * For open()'s FSInputStream. 
    *******************************************************/ 
   class LocalFSFileInputStream extends FSInputStream implements   

    HasFileDescriptor { 
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     public FileInputStream fis; 
     private long position; 
 
     public LocalFSFileInputStream(Path f) throws IOException { 
       fis = new FileInputStream(pathToFile(f)); 
     } 
 
     
    @Override 
     public FileDescriptor getFileDescriptor() throws IOException { 
       return fis.getFD(); 
     } 
 
     @Override 
     public long getPos() throws IOException { 
       return this.position; 
     } 
 
     @Override 
     public void seek(long pos) throws IOException { 
       if (pos < 0) { 
         throw new EOFException( 
           FSExceptionMessages.NEGATIVE_SEEK); 
       } 
       fis.getChannel().position(pos); 
       this.position = pos; 
     } 
 
     @Override 
     public boolean seekToNewSource(long targetPos) throws IOException  

    { 
       return false; 
     } 
 
     @Override 
     public int read() throws IOException { 
       try { 
         int value = fis.read(); 
         if (value >= 0) { 
           this.position++; 
           statistics.incrementBytesRead(1); 
         } 
         return value; 
       } catch (IOException e) {                 // unexpected exception 
         throw new FSError(e);                   // assume native fs error 
       } 
     } 
    
     public class FSError extends Error { 
          private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L; 
           FSError(Throwable cause) { 
           super(cause); 
          } 
       } 
   } 
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   @Override 
   public FSDataInputStream open(Path f, int bufferSize) throws    

   IOException { 
     if (!exists(f)) { 
       throw new FileNotFoundException(f.toString()); 
     } 
     return new FSDataInputStream(new BufferedFSInputStream( 
         new LocalFSFileInputStream(f), bufferSize)); 
   } 
  
       
    
   /********************************************************* 
    * For create()'s FSOutputStream. 
    *********************************************************/ 
   class LocalFSFileOutputStream extends OutputStream { 
     public FileOutputStream fos; 
      
     public LocalFSFileOutputStream(Path f, boolean append) throws   

     IOException { 
       this.fos = new FileOutputStream(pathToFile(f), append); 
     } 
      
     /* 
      * Just forward to the fos 
      */ 
     @Override 
     public void close() throws IOException { fos.close(); } 
     @Override 
     public void flush() throws IOException { fos.flush(); } 
     @Override 
     public void write(byte[] b, int off, int len) throws IOException { 
       try { 
         fos.write(b, off, len); 
       } catch (IOException e) {                // unexpected exception 
         throw new FSError(e);                  // assume native fs error 
       } 
     } 
      
     @Override 
     public void write(int b) throws IOException { 
       try { 
         fos.write(b); 
       } catch (IOException e) {              // unexpected exception 
         throw new FSError(e);                // assume native fs error 
       } 
     } 
     public class FSError extends Error { 
          private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L; 
           FSError(Throwable cause) { 
           super(cause); 
          } 
        } 
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   } 
 
   @Override 
   public FSDataOutputStream append(Path f, int bufferSize, 
       Progressable progress) throws IOException { 
     if (!exists(f)) { 
       throw new FileNotFoundException("File " + f + " not found"); 
     } 
     if (getFileStatus(f).isDirectory()) { 
       throw new IOException("Cannot append to a diretory (=" + f + " )"); 
     } 
     return new FSDataOutputStream(new BufferedOutputStream( 
         new LocalFSFileOutputStream(f, true), bufferSize), statistics); 
   } 
    
 @Override 
 public FSDataOutputStream create(Path f, FsPermission permission, 
  boolean overwrite, int bufferSize, short replication, long blockSize, 
 Progressable progress) throws IOException { 
 FSDataOutputStream out = create(f, overwrite, bufferSize, replication, 

 blockSize, progress); 
 setPermission(f, permission); 
 return out; 
 }    
  
public FSDataOutputStream create(Path f, boolean overwrite, int bufferSize, 

 short replication, long blockSize,  Progressable progress) throws       
 IOException  

 { 
   return create(f, overwrite, true, bufferSize, replication, blockSize,  

           progress); 
 } 
  
private FSDataOutputStream create(Path f, boolean overwrite, 
       boolean createParent, int bufferSize, short replication, long blockSize,   

       Progressable progress) throws IOException { 
             if (exists(f) && !overwrite) { 
                  throw new FileAlreadyExistsException("File already  

  exists: " + f); 
             } 
     Path parent = f.getParent(); 
      if (parent != null && !mkdirs(parent)) { 
       throw new IOException("Mkdirs failed to create " +                  

  parent.toString()); 
      } 
     return new FSDataOutputStream(new BufferedOutputStream( 
          new LocalFSFileOutputStream(f, false), bufferSize),  

  statistics); 
 } 

} 
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APPENDIX B 

Split.java 
 

package org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.lib.input; 
 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.Arrays; 
import java.util.List; 
 
import org.apache.commons.logging.Log; 
import org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory; 
import org.apache.hadoop.conf.Configuration; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.BlockLocation; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.FileStatus; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.FileSystem; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.LocatedFileStatus; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.Path; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.PathFilter; 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.RemoteIterator; 
import org.apache.hadoop.io.LongWritable; 
import org.apache.hadoop.io.Text; 
import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.LocatedFileStatusFetcher; 
import org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.InputFormat; 
import org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.InputSplit; 
import org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.Job; 
import org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.JobContext; 
import org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.RecordReader; 
import org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.TaskAttemptContext; 
import org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.lib.input.FileInputFormat; 
import org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.lib.input.InvalidInputException; 
import org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.lib.input.LineRecordReader; 
import org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.security.TokenCache; 
import org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.task.JobContextImpl; 
import org.apache.hadoop.util.ReflectionUtils; 
import org.apache.hadoop.util.StringUtils; 
import com.google.common.base.Charsets; 
import com.google.common.base.Stopwatch; 
import com.google.common.collect.Lists; 
 
public class Split extends InputFormat<LongWritable, Text>{ 
 
 private static final Log LOG = LogFactory.getLog(FileInputFormat.class); 
 public static final String PATHFILTER_CLASS = 

 "mapreduce.input.pathFilter.class"; 
 public static final String INPUT_DIR_RECURSIVE = 

 "mapreduce.input.fileinputformat.input.dir.recursive"; 
 public static final String INPUT_DIR = 

 "mapreduce.input.fileinputformat.inputdir"; 
 public static final String SPLIT_MAXSIZE = 

 "mapreduce.input.fileinputformat.split.maxsize"; 
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 public static final String SPLIT_MINSIZE = 
 "mapreduce.input.fileinputformat.split.minsize"; 

 public static final String NUM_INPUT_FILES = 
 "mapreduce.input.fileinputformat.numinputfiles"; 

 public static final String LIST_STATUS_NUM_THREADS = 
 "mapreduce.input.fileinputformat.list-status.num-threads"; 

 public static final int DEFAULT_LIST_STATUS_NUM_THREADS = 1; 
 private static final double SPLIT_SLOP = 1.1; 
 private static final PathFilter hiddenFileFilter = new PathFilter(){ 
        public boolean accept(Path p){ 
          String name = p.getName();  
          return !name.startsWith("_") && !name.startsWith(".");  
        } 
      };    
    public int i, index;   
      
    @Override 
     public RecordReader<LongWritable, Text> createRecordReader(InputSplit 

 split, TaskAttemptContext context) { 
         String delimiter = context.getConfiguration().get( 
            "textinputformat.record.delimiter"); 
         byte[] recordDelimiterBytes = null; 
         if (null != delimiter) 
           recordDelimiterBytes = delimiter.getBytes(Charsets.UTF_8); 
         return new LineRecordReader(recordDelimiterBytes); 
        } 
 
 @Override 
 public List<InputSplit> getSplits(JobContext arg0) throws IOException, 
 InterruptedException { 
 Stopwatch sw = new Stopwatch().start(); 
        long minSize = Math.max(getFormatMinSplitSize(), getMinSplitSize(job)); 
        long maxSize = getMaxSplitSize(job); 
    
        // generate splits 
        List<InputSplit> splits = new ArrayList<InputSplit>(); 
        List<FileStatus> files = listStatus(job); 
        for (i=0;i<files.size();i++) { 
        FileStatus file = files.get(i); 
        index= i; 
       Path path = file.getPath(); 
       long length = file.getLen(); 
       if (length != 0) { 
            BlockLocation[] blkLocations; 
            if (file instanceof LocatedFileStatus) { 
               blkLocations = ((LocatedFileStatus) file).getBlockLocations(); 
       } else { 
              FileSystem fs = path.getFileSystem(job.getConfiguration()); 
              blkLocations = fs.getFileBlockLocations(file, 0, length); 
          } 
       if (isSplitable(job, path)) { 
              long blockSize = file.getBlockSize(); 
              long splitSize = computeSplitSize(blockSize, minSize, maxSize); 
              long bytesRemaining = length; 
              while (((double) bytesRemaining)/splitSize > SPLIT_SLOP) { 
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                 int blkIndex = getBlockIndex(blkLocations, length- 
  bytesRemaining); 

        splits.add(makeSplit(path, length-bytesRemaining, splitSize, 
            blkLocations[blkIndex].getHosts(),index, 
            blkLocations[blkIndex].getCachedHosts())); 
            bytesRemaining -= splitSize; 
        } 
        if (bytesRemaining != 0) { 
                int blkIndex = getBlockIndex(blkLocations, length- 

  bytesRemaining); 
                if((index%4) ==0){ 
                String[] hostnames = new String[]{"master", "slave1", "slave2"}; 
                splits.add(makeSplit(path, length-bytesRemaining, bytesRemaining, 
                            hostnames,index, 
                            blkLocations[blkIndex].getCachedHosts())); 
                } 
                if((index%4) ==1){ 
                String[] hostnames = new String[]{"slave1", "slave2", "slave3"}; 
                splits.add(makeSplit(path, length-bytesRemaining, bytesRemaining, 
                            hostnames,index, 
                            blkLocations[blkIndex].getCachedHosts())); 
                } 
                if((index%4) ==2){ 
                String[] hostnames = new String[]{"slave2", "slave3", "master"}; 
                splits.add(makeSplit(path, length-bytesRemaining, bytesRemaining, 
                            hostnames,index, 
                            blkLocations[blkIndex].getCachedHosts())); 
                } 
                if((index%4) ==3){ 
                String[] hostnames = new String[]{"slave3", "master", "slave1"}; 
                splits.add(makeSplit(path, length-bytesRemaining, bytesRemaining, 
                            hostnames,index, 
                            blkLocations[blkIndex].getCachedHosts())); 
                } 
        } 
    } else { // not splitable 
              splits.add(makeSplit(path, 0, length,   

  blkLocations[0].getHosts(),index, 
  blkLocations[0].getCachedHosts())); 
       } 
 } else { //Create empty hosts array for zero length files 
           splits.add(makeSplit(path, 0, length, new String[0], index)); 
     } 
   } 
        // Save the number of input files for metrics/loadgen 
        job.getConfiguration().setLong(NUM_INPUT_FILES, files.size()); 
        sw.stop(); 
        if (LOG.isDebugEnabled()) { 
           LOG.debug("Total # of splits generated by getSplits: " + splits.size() 
                 + ", TimeTaken: " + sw.elapsedMillis()); 
        } 
       return splits; 
   } 
 
protected int getBlockIndex(BlockLocation[] blkLocations, long offset) { 
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       for (int i = 0 ; i < blkLocations.length; i++) { 
       // is the offset inside this block? 
        if ((blkLocations[i].getOffset() <= offset) && 
               (offset < blkLocations[i].getOffset() + blkLocations[i].getLength())){ 
                return i; 
               } 
       } 
   BlockLocation last = blkLocations[blkLocations.length -1]; 
   long fileLength = last.getOffset() + last.getLength() -1; 
   throw new IllegalArgumentException("Offset " + offset + " is outside of file 

   (0.." +fileLength + ")"); 
} 
 
protected Location makeSplit(Path file, long start, long length, String[] hosts,  int 

 index) { 
            return new Location(file, start, length, hosts, index); 
} 
  
protected Location makeSplit(Path file, long start, long length, String[] hosts,  int 

 index, String[] inMemoryHosts) { 
return new Location(file, start, length, hosts, index, inMemoryHosts);  
} 
  
protected long computeSplitSize(long blockSize, long minSize, long maxSize) { 
         return Math.max(minSize, Math.min(maxSize, blockSize)); 
} 
 
protected boolean isSplitable(JobContext context, Path filename) { 
         return true; 
} 
 
protected List<FileStatus> listStatus(JobContext job) throws IOException { 
        Path[] dirs = getInputPaths(job); 
        if (dirs.length == 0) { 
           throw new IOException("No input paths specified in job"); 
} 
        // get tokens for all the required FileSystems.. 
     

TokenCache.obtainTokensForNamenodes(job.getCredentials(), dirs, 
job.getConfiguration()); 

    // Whether we need to recursive look into the directory structure 
    boolean recursive = getInputDirRecursive(job); 
    // creates a MultiPathFilter with the hiddenFileFilter and the 
    // user provided one (if any). 
    List<PathFilter> filters = new ArrayList<PathFilter>(); 
    filters.add(hiddenFileFilter); 
    PathFilter jobFilter = getInputPathFilter(job); 
    if (jobFilter != null) { 
        filters.add(jobFilter); 
    } 
    PathFilter inputFilter = new MultiPathFilter(filters); 
    List<FileStatus> result = null; 
    int numThreads =            

 job.getConfiguration().getInt(LIST_STATUS_NUM_THREADS, 
 DEFAULT_LIST_STATUS_NUM_THREADS); 
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    Stopwatch sw = new Stopwatch().start(); 
    if (numThreads == 1) { 
    result = singleThreadedListStatus(job, dirs, inputFilter, recursive); 
    } else { 
         Iterable<FileStatus> locatedFiles = null; 
         try { 
        LocatedFileStatusFetcher locatedFileStatusFetcher = new  

          LocatedFileStatusFetcher(job.getConfiguration(), dirs, recursive,  
           inputFilter, true); 

        locatedFiles = locatedFileStatusFetcher.getFileStatuses(); 
        } catch (InterruptedException e) { 
           throw new IOException("Interrupted while getting file statuses"); 
        } 
         result = Lists.newArrayList(locatedFiles); 
    } 
    sw.stop(); 
    if (LOG.isDebugEnabled()) { 
          LOG.debug("Time taken to get FileStatuses: " + sw.elapsedMillis()); 
    } 
    LOG.info("Total input paths to process : " + result.size());  
       return result; 
 } 
       
 private List<FileStatus> singleThreadedListStatus(JobContext job, Path[]dirs, 
           PathFilter inputFilter, boolean recursive) throws IOException { 
           List<FileStatus> result = new ArrayList<FileStatus>(); 
      List<IOException> errors = new ArrayList<IOException>(); 
      for (int i=0; i < dirs.length; ++i) { 
           Path p = dirs[i]; 
           FileSystem fs = p.getFileSystem(job.getConfiguration());  
           FileStatus[] matches = fs.globStatus(p, inputFilter); 
            if (matches == null) { 
             errors.add(new IOException("Input path does not exist: " + p)); 
            } else if (matches.length == 0) { 
            errors.add(new IOException("Input Pattern " + p + " matches 0 files")); 
              } else { 
              for (FileStatus globStat: matches) { 
              if (globStat.isDirectory()) { 
                 RemoteIterator<LocatedFileStatus> iter = 
                  fs.listLocatedStatus(globStat.getPath()); 
                  while (iter.hasNext()) { 
                    LocatedFileStatus stat = iter.next(); 
                    if (inputFilter.accept(stat.getPath())) { 
                     if (recursive && stat.isDirectory()) { 
                       addInputPathRecursively(result, fs, stat.getPath(),  inputFilter); 
                    } else { 
  result.add(stat); 
                       } 
                   } 
             } 
        } else { 
                result.add(globStat); 
           } 
       } 
     } 
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   } 
   if (!errors.isEmpty()) { 
    throw new InvalidInputException(errors); 
   } 
    return result; 
} 
 
protected void addInputPathRecursively(List<FileStatus> result, 
           FileSystem fs, Path path, PathFilter inputFilter)  
            throws IOException { 
    RemoteIterator<LocatedFileStatus> iter = fs.listLocatedStatus(path); 
    while (iter.hasNext()) { 
     LocatedFileStatus stat = iter.next(); 
     if (inputFilter.accept(stat.getPath())) { 
         if (stat.isDirectory()) { 
             addInputPathRecursively(result, fs, stat.getPath(), inputFilter); 
         } else { 
             result.add(stat); 
        } 
      } 
    } 
} 
 
public static PathFilter getInputPathFilter(JobContext context) { 
  Configuration conf = context.getConfiguration(); 
  Class<?> filterClass = conf.getClass(PATHFILTER_CLASS, null,  

 PathFilter.class); 
 return (filterClass != null) ? (PathFilter) 

 ReflectionUtils.newInstance(filterClass, conf) : null; 
} 
 
public static boolean getInputDirRecursive(JobContext job) { 
        return job.getConfiguration().getBoolean(INPUT_DIR_RECURSIVE,false); 
} 
 
public static Path[] getInputPaths(JobContext context) { 
       String dirs = context.getConfiguration().get(INPUT_DIR, “”);

 String [] list = StringUtils.split(dirs); 
 Path[] result = new Path[list.length]; 
   for (int i = 0; i < list.length; i++) { 
     result[i] = new Path(StringUtils.unEscapeString(list[i])); 
   } 
    return result; 
  } 
 
  public static long getMaxSplitSize(JobContext context) { 
         return context.getConfiguration().getLong(SPLIT_MAXSIZE,  

    Long.MAX_VALUE); 
        } 
 
  public static long getMinSplitSize(JobContext job) { 
         return job.getConfiguration().getLong(SPLIT_MINSIZE, 1L); 
  }  
   
  protected long getFormatMinSplitSize() { 
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         return 1; 
  } 
  
  private static class MultiPathFilter implements PathFilter { 
        private List<PathFilter> filters; 
        public MultiPathFilter(List<PathFilter> filters) { 
         this.filters = filters; 
        } 
 
        public boolean accept(Path path) { 
           for (PathFilter filter : filters) { 
              if (!filter.accept(path)) { 
                return false; 
              } 
            } 
           return true; 
         } 
  } 
  
} 

 

Location.java 
 

package org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce.lib.input; 
import java.io.DataInput; 
import java.io.DataOutput; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.io.Serializable; 
 
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.Path; 
import org.apache.hadoop.io.Text; 
import org.apache.hadoop.io.Writable; 
import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.SplitLocationInfo; 
 
@SuppressWarnings("serial") 
public class Location extends FileSplit implements Writable, Serializable{ 
  
 private long length; 
 public Path file; 
 public long start; 
 public String[] hosts; 
 public int index; 
 public SplitLocationInfo[] hostInfos; 
 public int i; 
 public Location() throws Exception{} 
 
 public Location(Path file, long start, long length, String[] hosts, int index) { 
  super(file, start, length, hosts); 
  this.index = index; 
 } 
  
 public Location(Path file, long start, long length, String[] hosts, int index, 
      String[] inMemoryHosts) { 
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  super(file,start,length, inMemoryHosts);  
  this.file = file; 
  this.length = length; 
  this.index= index; 
 } 
  
 @Override 
 public long getLength() { 
  return length; 
 } 
 @Override 
 public Path getPath() { return this.file; } 
  
 @Override 
 public long getStart() {return start; } 
  
 @Override 
 public String toString() {return file + “:” + start + ”+” length; } 
  
 @Override 
 public SplitLocationInfo[] getLocationInfo() throws IOException { 
  return hostInfos; 
 } 
 
 @Override 
 public String[] getLocations() throws IOException { 
     String[] hostnames = null; 
     if((index)%4 == 0){ 
      hostnames = new String[]{"master", "slave2", "slave3"}; //(Imp) 
     } 
     if((index)%4 == 1){ 
       hostnames = new String[]{"slave2", "slave3", "slave4"}; 
     }   
     if((index)%4 == 2){ 
       hostnames = new String[]{"slave3", "slave4", "master"}; 
     } 
     if((index)%4 == 3){ 
        hostnames = new String[]{"slave4", "master", "slave2"}; 
     } 
     return hostnames; 
 } 
 @Override 
 public void readFields(DataInput in) throws IOException { 
  file = new Path(Text.readString(in)); 
  start = in.readLong(); 
  length = in.readLong(); 
  hosts = null; 
 } 
 @Override 
 public void write(DataOutput out) throws IOException { 
  Text.writeString(out, file.toString()); 
  out.writeLong(start); 
  out.writeLong(length); 
 } 

} 
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